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reasonable care to ensure that such is the case, the information contained in this Document is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything likely to
affect the import of such information. All the Directors accept individual and collective responsibility for compliance with the ISDX Growth Market Rules for
Issuers. In connection with this Document no person is authorised to give any information or make any representations other than as contained in this Document
and, if given or made, such information or representations must not be relied upon as having been so authorised.
The ISDX Growth Market, which is operated by ICAP Securities & Derivatives Exchange Limited (ISDX), a recognised investment e xchange, is a
market designed primarily for emerging or smaller companies to which a higher investment risk tends to be attached than to larger or more
established companies.
It is not classified as a Regulated Market under EU financial services law and ISDX Growth Market securities are not admitted to the Official List of
the United Kingdom Listing Authority. A prospective investor should be aware of the risks of investing in ISDX Growth Market securities and should
make the decision to invest only after careful consideration and, if appropriate, consultation with an independent financial adviser authorised under
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 who specialises in advising on the acquisition of shares and other securities.
Anglo African Agriculture plc is required by ICAP Securities & Derivatives Exchange Limited to appoint an ISDX Coroporate Adviser to apply on its
behalf for admission to the ISDX Growth Market and must retain an ISDX Corporate Adviser at all times. The requirements for a n ISDX Corporate
Adviser are set out in the Corporate Adviser Handbook and the ISDX Corporate Adviser is required to make a declaration to ISDX in the form
prescribed by Appendix D.
ISDX does not approve the contents of admission documents.
Application will be made for the Enlarged Share Capital to be admitted to trading on ISDX. It is expected that Admission will be effective and that dealings in
the Ordinary Shares will commence on 19 July 2014.
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Admission to trading on the ISDX Growth Market, and
Notice of General Meeting
ISDX Corporate Adviser:

Financial Adviser and Broker

_________________________________________________________________________
SHARE CAPITAL OF THE COMPANY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING ADMISSION
87,141,466 issued and fully paid Ordinary Shares of 0.1p each

_________________________________________________________________________
Cairn Financial Advisers LLP and VSA Capital Limited, which are regulated in the UK by the FCA, are acting as the Company’s ISDX Corporate Adviser and
Financial Adviser and Broker, respectively, in connection with the proposed Admission. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Cairn
Financial Advisers LLP or VSA Capital Limited as to, and no liability whatsoever is accepted by Cairn Financial Advisers LLP or VSA Capital Limited for, the
accuracy of any information or opinions contained in this Document or for the omission of any material information from this Document for which the
Company and the Directors are solely responsible. Neither Cairn Financial Advisers LLP nor VSA Capital Limited will be offering advice and will not
otherwise be responsible for providing customer protections to recipients of this Document in respect of any acquisition of Ordinary Shares.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The information below is for general guidance only and it is the responsibility of any person or persons in
possession of this Document to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any
relevant jurisdiction. No person has been authorised by the Company to issue any advertisement or to give any
information or to make any representation in connection with the contents of this Document and, if issued, given
or made, such advertisement, information or representation must not be relied upon as having been authorised
by the Company. This Document should not be forwarded or transmitted to or into the Prohibited Territories or
to any resident, national, citizen or corporation, partnership or other entity created or organised under the laws
thereof or in any other country outside the UK where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or
regulatory requirement. The distribution of this Document may be restricted and accordingly persons into whose
possession this Document comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions.
Prospective investors should inform themselves as to: (a) the legal requirements of their own countries for the
purchase, holding, transfer or other disposal of the Ordinary Shares; (b) any foreign exchange restrictions
applicable to the purchase, holding, transfer or other disposal of the Ordinary Shares which they might
encounter; and (c) the income and other tax consequences which may apply in their own countries as a result of
the purchase, holding, transfer or other disposal of the Ordinary Shares. Prospective investors must rely upon
their own representatives, including their own legal advisers and accountants, as to legal, tax, investment or any
other related matters concerning the Company and an investment therein. Statements made in this Document are
based on the law and practice currently in force in the UK and are subject to change. This Document should be
read in its entirety. All holders of Ordinary Shares are entitled to the benefit of, and are bound by and are
deemed to have notice of, the provisions of the Articles.
The delivery of this Document or any subscriptions or purchases made hereunder and at any time subsequent to
the date of this Document shall not, under any circumstances, create an impression that there has been no
change in the affairs of the Company since the date of this Document or that the information in this Document is
correct.
PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS SHOULD READ THE WHOLE TEXT OF THIS DOCUMENT AND
SHOULD BE AWARE THAT AN INVESTMENT IN THE COMPANY IS HIGHLY SPECULATIVE
AND INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. PROSPECTIVE INVESTORS ARE ADVISED TO
READ, IN PARTICULAR, PART I “INFORMATION ON ANGLO AFRICAN AGRICULTURE PLC”
AND THE RISK FACTORS SET OUT IN PART II OF THIS DOCUMENT.
The distribution of this Document outside the UK may be restricted by law. No action has been taken by the
Company, the holders of the Ordinary Shares, Cairn Financial Advisers LLP or VSA Capital Limited that would
permit a public offer of Ordinary Shares or possession or distribution of this Document where action for those
purposes is required. Persons outside the UK who come into possession of this Document should inform
themselves about and observe any restrictions on the holding of Ordinary Shares and/or the distribution of this
Document in their particular jurisdiction. Failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of
the securities laws of such jurisdiction. This Document does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation to
subscribe for, or solicitation of an offer to subscribe or buy, Ordinary Shares to any person in any jurisdiction to
whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. In particular, this Document is not for distribution
(directly or indirectly) in or into the Prohibited Territories. Accordingly, the Ordinary Shares may not, subject to
certain exceptions, be offered directly or indirectly in or into the Prohibited Territories. The Ordinary Shares
have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) or under
the securities legislation of any state of the Prohibited Territories and they may not be offered or sold directly or
indirectly within the Prohibited Territories or to or for the account or benefit of any national, citizen or resident
of the Prohibited Territories.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Document includes forward-looking statements. These statements relate to, among other things,
analyses and other information that are based on forecasts of future results and estimates of amounts not
yet determinable. These statements also relate to the Company’s future prospects, developments and
business strategies.
These forward-looking statements are identified by the use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”,
“believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “project”, “will” or the
negative of those variations, or comparable expressions, including references to assumptions. These
statements are contained in all sections of this Document. The forward-looking statements in this
Document, including statements concerning projections of the Company’s future results, operating
profits and earnings, are based on current expectations and are subject to risks and uncertainties that
could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by those statements.
Certain risks relating to the Group are specifically described in Part II “Risk Factors”. If one or more of
these risks or uncertainties arises, or if underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Company’s actual
results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected. Given these uncertainties,
potential Shareholders should not place over-reliance on forward looking statements.
These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this Document. The Company undertakes
no obligation to update forward-looking statements or risk factors other than as required by law or the
ISDX Rules whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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KEY STATISTICS

Number of Ordinary Shares in issue at Admission

87,141,466

Number of Options in issue at Admission(1)

5,517,138

Number of Warrants in issue at Admission(2)

28,261,330

Share Price prior to Publication of this Document

2.13p

Approximate Market Capitalisation of the Company on Admission(3)
ISDX Growth Market Symbol

£1,856,113
AAAP

ISIN number

GB00B7V2GY97

SEDOL

B7V2GY9

(1) The Options are exercisable at a price of 1p per share, and expire on 5 September 2022
(2) Warrants in issue comprise: 2,761,330 warrants exercisable at a price of 1p per share, expiring on 5 September 2022
19,500,000 warrants exercisable at a price of 2.5p per share, expiring on 31 January 2015
6,000,000 warrants exercisable at a price of 2.75p per share, expiring on 31 January 2017
(3) Based on the closing mid market share price of the Company on the ISDX Growth Market on 18 June 2014, the day before the
publication of this Document

EXPECTED TIMETABLE OF PRINCIPAL EVENTS

Publication of this Document

19 June 2014

General Meeting

10:00am on 9 July 2014

Admission and dealings expected to commence on the ISDX Growth Market
References to time in this Document are to London time.
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10 July 2014

DEFINITIONS
“AAA” or “Company”

Anglo African Agriculture PLC, a company incorporated in England and Wales
with company number 07913053;

“Acquisition”

the Acquisition of the remaining 81 per cent. of the issued share capital of
Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Ltd, resulting in Dynamic becoming a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Company;

“Acquisition Agreement”

the share purchase and option agreement dated 27 March 2013 between (1) the
Selling Shareholders and (2) the Company, for the acquisition of 19% of the
issued share capital of Dynamic with the Selling Shareholders agreeing to grant
the Company an option to buy the remaining 81% of the issued share capital of
Dynamic;

“Act”

the UK Companies Act 2006 (as amended);

“Admission”

admission of the Enlarged Share Capital to trading on the ISDX Growth Market
and such admission becoming effective in accordance with the ISDX Growth
Market Rule 2;

“Admission Document” or
“Document”

this Document dated 19 June 2014;

“Articles”

the articles of association of the Company as at the date of this Document, a
summary of which is set out in paragraph 6 part V of this Document;

“APV”

African Projects and Ventures (Pty) Ltd., a joint venture company incorporated in
South Africa which is 49.9 per cent. owned by Dynamic;

“Cairn”

Cairn Financial Advisers LLP, the Company’s ISDX Corporate Adviser;

“City Code”

The City Code on Takeovers and Mergers issued and administered by the UK
Panel on Takeovers and Mergers, as amended from time to time;

“Carimar”

Carimar International Holdings Limited, a company registered in the British
Virgin Islands under company number 1512634;

“Corestar”

Corestar Holdings Ltd, a company registered in the British Virgin Islands under
company number 1496384;

“Corestar Loan”

A loan of value $3m provided to Dynamic by Corestar (Pty) Ltd, details of which
are set out in paragraph 10.2.2 of Part V of this Document;

“CREST”

the relevant computerised settlement system to facilitate the holding of and
transfer of title to an interest in securities in uncertificated form, operated by
Euroclear UK & Ireland Limited;

“CREST Regulations”

the Uncertificated Securities Regulations 2001 as amended from time to time, and
any applicable rules made under those regulation;

“Directors” or “Board”

the board of directors of the Company at the date of this Document, whose names
are set out on page 4 of this Document;

“Dynamic”

Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Ltd, a company incorporated in South Africa with
company number 2008/004693/07 which, on Admission, will become a whollyowned subsidiary of AAA;

“Dynamic Board”

Craig Forbes, Andrew Raca and Rob Scott, details of whom are set out in
paragraph 7 of Part I of this Document;
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“DTR”

the Disclosure Rules and Transparency Rules published by the FCA from time to
time;

“Enlarged Share Capital”

the ordinary share capital of the Company as enlarged by the Acquisition;

“FCA”

the Financial Conduct Authority of the United Kingdom;

“FSMA”

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended from time to time;

“General Meeting”

the general meeting of Shareholders to be held at New Liverpool House, 15-17
Eldon Street, London EC2M 7LD at 10 a.m. on 9 July 2014, notice of which is
contained at the end of this document;

“Group”

the Company and Dynamic, following Admission;

“ISDX Growth Market”

the ICAP Securities and Derivatives Exchange Limited Growth Market;

“ISDX Rules”

the ISDX Growth Market Rules for Issuers dated 9 July 2013;

“Issued Share Capital”

the Ordinary Shares in issue at the date of this Document, being 76,014,705
Ordinary Shares;

“Locked-In Persons”

the Directors, Carimar and VSA Capital;

“Lock-In & Orderly
Market Agreements”

the lock-in & orderly market agreements dated 19 June 2014 between the
Company, Cairn, VSA and the Locked-In Persons, details of which are set out in
paragraph 10.1.11 of Part V of this Document;

“London Stock Exchange”

London Stock Exchange plc;

“Official List”

the Official List of the UKLA;

“Ordinary Shares”

ordinary shares of 0.1p each the capital of the Company;

“Options”

options to acquire or subscribe for Ordinary Shares as described in paragraph 4.2
of Part V of this Document;

“Panel”

the UK Panel on Takeovers and Mergers;

“Prohibited Territories”

USA, Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, the Republic of South
Africa and their respective territories and possessions;

“Prospectus Rules”

the prospectus rules of the FCA made pursuant to section 73A of
FSMA;

“QCA Guidelines”

the corporate governance guidelines for small and mid-size quoted companies
published by the Quoted Companies Alliance in May 2013;

“Resolution”

the ordinary resolution at the General Meeting to approve the Acquisition;

"Selling Shareholders”

the three shareholders of Dynamic, being Corestar, Carimar and Craig Forbes;

“Shareholder”

a holder of Ordinary Shares;

“UK”

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

“UKLA”

the FCA, acting in its capacity as the competent authority for the purposes of Part
VI of the FSMA;
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“US”

the United States of America, its territories and possessions, any
state of the United States of America and the District of Columbia;

“US$ or $”

United States Dollars;

“VSA Capital”

VSA Capital Limited, a company incorporated in England and Wales with
company number 02405923, authorised and regulated by the FCA;

“Warrants”

warrants to subscribe for Ordinary Shares as described in paragraphs 4.1 of Part V
of this Document;

“ZAR”

South African Rand; and

“£” or “Sterling”

British Pounds Sterling.

In this Document use of the singular includes the plural and vice versa, unless the context otherwise requires
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PART I
LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF ANGLO AFRICAN AGRICULTURE PLC

(Incorporated and registered in England and Wales under the Companies Act 2006 with Registered Number 7913053)

Directors:
Andrew Anthony Monk (Non-Executive Chairman)
Craig Anthony Forbes (Chief Executive Officer)
Douglas Dakarai Chikohora (Non-Executive Director)
Neil Lindsey Herbert (Non-Executive Director)

Registered Office:
New Liverpool House
15-17 Eldon Street
London
EC2M 7LD

19 June 2014
Dear Shareholder
Proposed Acquisition of Dynamic Intertrade PTY Limited
Admission to Trading on ISDX Growth Market
Notice of General Meeting
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Company acquired a 19 per cent. stake in Dynamic on 27 March 2013. Consideration for the 19 per cent.
stake in Dynamic was approximately £85,000, satisfied by the issue of 3,538,105 Ordinary Shares at a price of
2.4 pence each. The Company also provided a £500,000 loan facility to Dynamic.
At the time of this acquisition, the Company was granted an option to acquire the remaining 81 per cent. of
Dynamic and, conditional on the Company exercising and completing that option, the Company would also
acquire the Corestar Loan, which has been used to fund the growth in Dynamic and amounts to $3m.
The Company announced on 19 June 2014 that it had entered into a conditional agreement to exercise its option
to acquire the remaining share capital of Dynamic under revised terms, for a total consideration of
approximately £213,000, to be satisfied by the issue of 10,000,000 new Ordinary Shares at an issue price of 2.13
pence each. The Acquisition is conditional, inter alia, on shareholder approval and Admission. The terms upon
which the Company will acquire the Corestar Loan are that the Company will pay Corestar 15% of annual
audited pre-tax profits of Dynamic up to a maximum aggregate amount of $225,000, to be satisfied by the issue
of Ordinary Shares in AAA at a fixed share price of 2.4p per share. Further details of the agreements relating to
the Acquisition and the Corestar Loan are set out in paragraph 10 of Part V of this Document.
The Acquisition will result in a fundamental change in the business of the Company and will consequently
constitute a reverse takeover under the ISDX Rules. The Acquisition will also result in the Company
transitioning from an investment company into the holding company of a trading company. As a result,
Shareholder approval is being sought for the Acquisition at the General Meeting. Indications to vote in favour of
the Acquisition have been obtained from certain existing Shareholders and Directors in respect of their
respective beneficial shareholdings, amounting to, in aggregate, 38,161,767 Ordinary Shares, representing 50.2
per cent. of the Company’s Issued Share Capital.
The Acquisition is conditional, inter alia, on the passing of the Resolution and on Admission. It is expected that
Admission will become effective and dealings in the Enlarged Share Capital will commence on the ISDX
Growth Market on or around 10 July 2014.
The purpose of this document is to give you the reasons for, and details of, the Acquisition, to explain why the
Directors consider that it is in the best interests of the Company and its Shareholders as a whole and to
recommend that you vote in favour of the Resolution.
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2.

HISTORY

AAA was admitted to trading on the ISDX Growth Market on 6 September 2012. The Company’s only
investment comprised the acquisition of a 19 per cent. stake in and the provision of a £500,000 loan facility to
Dynamic on 27 March 2013. Consideration for the 19 per cent. stake in Dynamic was approximately £85,000,
satisfied by the issue of 3,538,105 Ordinary Shares at a price of 2.4 pence each.
At the time of this acquisition, the Company was granted an option to acquire the remaining 81 per cent. of
Dynamic and, conditional on the Company exercising and completing that option, the Company would also
acquire the Corestar Loan.
The Company has conditionally exercised its option to acquire the remaining share capital of Dynamic under
revised terms, for a total consideration of approximately £213,000, satisfied by the issue of 10,000,000 new
Ordinary Shares at an issue price of 2.13 pence each. The Acquisition is conditional on approval by the South
African Reserve Bank to the transfer of certain of the shares in Dynamic, Shareholder approval at the General
Meeting and Admission. The terms upon which the Company will acquire the Corestar Loan are that the
Company will pay Corestar 15% of annual audited pre-tax profits of Dynamic up to a maximum aggregate
amount of $225,000, to be satisfied by the issue of shares in AAA at a fixed share price of 2.4p per share.
Further details of the agreements relating to the acquisition of the remaining share capital of Dynamic and the
Corestar Loan are set out in paragraph 10 of part V of this Document.
Good progress is being made at Dynamic and foundations are being laid for the future expansion of this
business. In addition to becoming the 100 per cent. owner of Dynamic, the Company is reviewing other
potential acquisitions.
Following the Acquisition at Admission, AAA will no longer be an investment company but will become the
holding company of a trading company.

3.

REASONS FOR ADMISSION

The Board is seeking Admission of the Group on the ISDX Growth Market. The Company will apply for the
Enlarged Share Capital to be admitted to trading on ISDX in order to:






4.

enable the Acquisition to be completed;
attract investors and broaden the Company’s shareholder base;
continue to allow the Company to have tradable shares for use as consideration, or part consideration
for future acquisitions;
improve liquidity in the Ordinary Shares; and
enhance the Company’s, and Dynamic’s corporate profile.

INFORMATION ON DYNAMIC

Commercial Activities
Dynamic is a manufacturer of food products. Dynamic’s commercial activities fall into three principal
categories: manufacturing of herbs and spices; production of guar beans; and trading in agricultural products. A
combined total of approximately 2,600 tonnes of product was sold by Dynamic in the financial years ended 31
October 2012 and 31 October 2013, with an aggregate value of approximately £3,000,000.
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(a) Manufactured Products
Dynamic’s core operations are the manufacture of chilli and paprika blended products. Dynamic is responsible
for quality control, milling, blending and packaging of the product, such that it satisfies each customer’s specific
requirement.
Figure 1 – Left to Right: Unprocessed Paprika; Milling; Milled Paprika Ready for Distribution

Source: AAA

Incoming raw materials are routinely tested in-house at the Dynamic facility and by external laboratories, before
being approved for processing. The raw materials are then milled into flakes or powders. The range of milling
equipment, all of which is owned by Dynamic, includes hammer mills, pin mills and a turbine mill. Following
milling, the goods are then blended according to customer-specific formulas developed by the three-person
quality control team. Finished product is packed into 25kg bags for sale to the food manufacturing industry, 1kg
packs for the food services and hospitality industry, and glass bottles and sachets for the retail industry.
Dynamic’s quality assurance manager has primary responsibility for the quality control function and is
supported by two quality controllers. The quality control team operates an in-house laboratory capable of testing
for moisture and ASTA levels. ASTA is a unit used to measure the intensity of the red colour of paprika. New
methods of measurement have been introduced to Dynamic within the last twelve months, whereby a Chroma
meter is utilised to give a light absorption reading. The scientific instrument guarantees very intuitive routine
work by features such as automatic calibration and is particularly suited for food colour grading and spices.
Other microbiological and analytical tests which may be required according to legislation or customer
specifications are performed by outsourced accredited laboratories. Tests include those for microbial
contaminants, pesticide residues, and Scoville Heat Units (a scientific measure of capsicum ‘heat’).
Quality control is run according to World Health Organisation Good Manufacturing Practise standards, and all
goods are batch tracked “from farm to fork”. Dynamic plans to achieve FSSC 22000 (Food Safety System
Certification) accreditation by the end of the next financial year, via submission to leading international
assessment and certification body SGS. The FSSC 22000 scheme is recognised by the Global Food Safety
Initiative (GFSI) and is also supported by the Confederation of FoodDrinkEurope. FSSC 22000 is an
international, auditable standard that specifies the requirements for food safety management systems, which has
been designed to cover all the processes along the food chain that deal directly or indirectly with the end product
being consumed. The Directors believe that such accreditation therefore has the potential for Dynamic to access
the European and US markets, where food safety requirements are typically more stringent.
Dynamic produces two distinct own brand ranges: Spic’d and Chef-Worthy. Spic’d is a line of 24 varieties of
herbs and spices manufactured for retail sale, packaged as 100ml grinders and bottles and 50ml refills. The
Chef-Worthy range is available in two product lines, Professional and Cater, and is primarily targeted at the
catering industry.
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Figure 2 – Products from the Spic’d Herbs and Spices Retail Range

Source: AAA

(b) Guar Bean Production Joint Venture
In 2012, Dynamic agreed a joint venture (“JV”) with a European company for the cultivation and production of
guar seeds into guar splits in southern Africa. The JV was established in a separate entity, APV, 49.9% owned
by Dynamic, with the two parties having equal numbers of board members and voting rights. Dynamic is
responsible for the cultivation and processing of the guar splits, with the guar splits being secured by the JV
partner. The waste material generated from the processing guar can be sold as animal feed, and it is the
Director’s intention to do so.
Figure 3 – South African Guar Crop under Contract to APV (left); Harvested Beans (right)

Source: AAA

In October 2012, a five-season technical support agreement was signed for guar cultivation with agricultural
consultancy firm Womiwu Rural Development (“Womiwu”), whose mandate is to identify farmers in South
Africa to cultivate guar beans, and provide these farmers with the necessary technical support to enable them to
grow the guar profitably. APV pays Womiwu a commission per ton of guar seed produced by the participating
farmers, which reduces as the five-year period progresses.
The Directors believe that guar bean production represents a promising market opportunity, as guar gum is
utilised as a thickening agent in hydraulic fracturing in the oil and gas industry. The shale gas revolution in the
US has the potential to spread beyond North America, with countries, such as China, introducing government
incentives. Shale gas exploitation and hydraulic fracturing is expected to lead to increasing demand for guar
gum. The majority of the world’s guar grain is currently grown in India and Pakistan and prices have historically
been very volatile. Assuming guar bean production grows and spreads geographically to meet rising demands,
the Directors anticipate that prices will begin to stabilise with demand continuing on an upward trend.
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(c) Trading
Dynamic trades in black pepper, chilli flakes, coconut and dehydrated garlic products, as well as sugar beans,
sesame seeds, white pepper, roasted coriander and pumpkin seeds. Gross profit margins on trading lines are
typically lower than those on chilli and paprika products. Dynamic is targeting higher trading margins and hopes
to increase sales in future years.
(d) Seasonality
Seasonality of Dynamic’s revenues has two annual peaks. The first is from March to April, precipitated by the
fishing season, when the canning industry is processing tinned fish, primarily pilchards. Dynamic manufactures
a special blend of cayenne pepper for this process. The fishing industry awards business on a tender basis, based
on submissions in December the prior year. Dynamic has been successful in supplying its blended pepper
product to the local fishing industry for the 2014 fishing season, having been awarded tenders by each of the
three local fishing companies it submitted to.
The second annual peak occurs just prior to year end. October to November is the period during which most
manufacturers increase their throughput just prior to the traditional factory shutdown, for plant maintenance in
December. December also represents the peak period for retail sales, during the annual holiday season. The lean
sales period is the December to February quarter, followed by a slow start up in January to February.
As well as sales, procurement of raw materials is also seasonal as chilli and paprika crops have a four to five
month growing season and therefore are less widely available at other times of the year. Towards the end of the
procurement season, Dynamic forward buys raw materials to hold in store; thus ensuring it has sufficient raw
materials to meet consumer demand until the next season’s new crop becomes available.
Management
The day-to-day operations of Dynamic are the responsibility of the company’s management team, based in
Brits. The management team reports to the Dynamic Board, comprising CEO Craig Forbes, and non-executive
directors Rob Scott and Andrew Raca. Andrew was nominated to join the Dynamic Board by the Directors,
pursuant to the initial 19 per cent. investment by the Company in Dynamic. The Dynamic Board regularly
reports to the Board.
Customers and Suppliers
In the financial year ended 31 October 2013, Dynamic supplied product to approximately 50 customers,
predominantly based in South Africa. The South African food industry represents Dynamic’s primary market,
accounting for approximately two thirds of turnover of manufactured products during this period. In addition to
the food industry, Dynamic also supplies the South African fishing industry, which is a relatively new market
for its products. The fishing industry accounted for 8 per cent. of total turnover in the year ended 31 October
2013, this being the first year Dynamic recorded revenue from selling into this market. Orders are also
delivered to customers in Europe and the rest of Africa, with exports, predominantly to Eastern Europe,
accounting for 5 per cent. of manufactured product turnover in the same period. During this period, the top five
customers accounted for approximately 80 per cent. of turnover by value.
Dynamic sources its raw materials from suppliers in South Africa, Mozambique, Malawi and Zimbabwe, as well
as China, India, Vietnam and Indonesia. In the year ended 31 October 2013, the top five suppliers accounted for
approximately 50 per cent., by value, of all orders placed by Dynamic’s top twenty suppliers.
Business Strategy
Dynamic’s strategy is to sustainably grow each business segment (manufactured products, guar bean production
and trading). Dynamic intends that chilli and paprika production will remain core to operations and is focused
on increasing production volumes. The APV guar bean production began in 2013 and commercial production
commenced in the first half of 2014. APV’s business plan is to increase the area of guar crop under contract to
Dynamic and thus increase revenues received by the JV partners.
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Dynamic intends to continue to trade a similar product range, with chilli, guar meal and garlic products
remaining amongst the principal trading lines and hopes to increase both margins and volumes on its trading
lines.
Dynamic will continue to review its supplier base, ensuring it sources high quality raw materials at competitive
prices. Dynamic will seek to grow the breadth of its consumer base, whilst ensuring order volumes are
maintained or increased from key customers.
Dynamic will continue to prioritise sales into the South African market and specifically intends to grow sales to
the domestic fishing industry. Dynamic will also capitalise on any opportunity to profitably expand the export
market for its product and trading ranges.
Warehouse and Distribution
Dynamic and APV’s head office, together with their respective processing, packaging and central distribution
warehouses, are located in a single leased 2,900 square metre facility in Brits, South Africa. Dynamic occupies
approximately 2,000 square metres of the facility; the remainder is used for APV’s operations. The Brits facility
has a capacity of around 180 tonnes per month, whereas Dynamic’s current output typically lies between 85 and
140 tonnes per month, hence the Directors believe that the current facility has the capacity to serve the needs of
the business for the foreseeable future. Dynamic also has the use of third party warehouses for bulk
commodities in Cape Town and Durban and utilises third party warehouses and distribution capability for retail
lines as required.
Market and Competition
The Directors believe Dynamic’s product offering is highly competitive in the market. They anticipate the
market segments supplied by Dynamic’s product range (herbs, spices and seasonings) will continue to expand.
Dynamic’s competitors comprise both local manufacturers, and companies exporting similar product ranges
from overseas, for example, China.

5.

SUMMARISED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

(a) Anglo African Agriculture
The table below summarises the audited ﬁnancial results of AAA for the period since incorporation on 17
January 2012 to 31 October 2013. The information set out below has been extracted or derived from the
financial information on the Company set out in Section B Part III of this Document.
7 Months ended
31 October 2013
£
(8,882)
(1,853)
84,915
25,144
500,000
617,088
611,108

Operating loss
Total loss for the period
Investment(1)
Cash in Bank at Hand
Loan to Associate (Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Ltd)
Total Assets
Net Assets
(1)

Period 17 January 2012
to 31 March 2013
£
(119,876)
(119,876)
84,915
546,998
631,913
590,461

For the period represented by these accounts, AAA held a 19 per cent. stake in Dynamic, acquired on 28 March 2013. As
AAA’s stake in Dynamic is defined as an investment for this period, the accounts for the two companies have not been
consolidated.

Since incorporation, the Company has raised £733,016 in equity.
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The Directors have been very conscious of the need to keep running costs of the Company to a minimum. Costs
incurred during the period summarised above included approximately £50,000 incurred to list the Company on
the ISDX Growth Market, and approximately £30,000 incurred to make the investment in Dynamic. The
balance of costs has been minimal, comprising those required to maintain the costs of being quoted on the ISDX
Growth Market.
(b) Dynamic
The table below summarises the audited ﬁnancial results of Dynamic for the three years ended 31 October 2013.
The information set out below has been extracted or derived from the financial information on Dynamic set out
in Section B Part III of this Document.

Sales Revenue
Gross Profit
Other Income
Loss before Finance Costs
Loss after Taxation
Cash Generated by Operations
Net Cash Outflow from Investments
Net Cash Inflow from Financing
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Net Liabilities

Year ended
31 October 2013
ZAR
29,836,738
9,697,577
246,694
(4,580,677)
(5,291,350)
(10,887,741)
182,090
12,362,372
1,005,023
13,756,976
1,915,575
6,954,582
39,280,953
30,562,984

Year ended
31 October 2012
ZAR
24,944,368
9,692,972
1,391,715
(468,258)
(1,008,568)
(1,872,164)
(493,926)
2,602,870
93,918
8,551,493
1,040,448
7,909,270
26,955,736
25,273,065

Year ended
31 October 2011
ZAR
25,712,360
6,277,613
49,323
(7,072,478)
(7,779,982)
(2,531,462)
209,227
2,379,937
371,435
6,184,374
1,332,488
7,425,565
24,355,794
24,264,497

Approximately twenty per cent. growth in turnover was achieved between the year ended 31 October 2013 and
the previous financial year. Value of turnover reached ZAR 29,836,738 (c.£2,000,000) for the year ended 31
October 2013, rising from ZAR 24,944,368 (c.£1,700,000) in the year ended October 2012. Operating costs,
excluding those relating to the purchase of raw materials and foreign currency, remained generally consistent
between the year ended 31 October 2013 and the previous financial year.
For the six months ending 30 April 2014, gross sales revenue was significantly higher than in the same period
during the previous year and exceeded management’s expectations. During this period, Dynamic has been
involved in negotiations to broaden its consumer base.
The outlook on manufactured products remains positive. Trading sales remain consistent, and with the guar
bean harvest currently commencing, we expect guar bean meal sales to start coming through in July 2014.
(c) Working capital
The cash costs of the RTO are expected to amount to £194,500. As at 31 October 2013 the Group had no net
debt apart from the Corestar Loan and the loan to the Company. At the same date, the Company had a cash
position of £25,144. Trading in Dynamic since 1 November 2013 has been positive and this has improved its
working capital. Furthermore, Dynamic has recently put in place an invoice discounting facility, which will
provide the Group with additional working capital.
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In addition, since the year end, the Company has raised £102,000 of additional funding. Costs in the Group
holding company are held to a minimum such that the Directors believe that cash balances, facilities available
and cashflows from Dynamic are sufficient to support the Group’s present requirements.

6.

DIRECTORS, SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES

The Board of AAA
The Board consists of a Non-Executive Chairman, the Chief Executive and two non-executive directors.
Biographical details of the Directors are given below:
Andrew Anthony Monk (aged 53) – Non-Executive Chairman
Andrew has a successful stockbroking career spanning over 30 years. In that time he has built up strong
relationships with many major UK institutions. He was employed by Hoare Govett ABN AMRO for 11 years,
before founding Oriel Securities as Joint CEO. Andrew later became CEO of Blue Oar plc, before joining VSA
Capital as CEO. VSA Capital is an investment banking and institutional broking firm focused on natural
resources, including agriculture. Andrew was one of the founders of AAA.
Craig Anthony Forbes (aged 35) – Chief Executive Officer
Craig has extensive knowledge of herbs and spices and over 16 years of experience in the food industry at
management level. Previously a commodity trader, Craig has broad experience of sourcing agricultural products
and growers throughout Africa and beyond, and has developed relationships with Dynamic’s key strategic
suppliers and customers. Craig was a founding member and director of Dynamic and was appointed CEO of
Dynamic in June 2010.
Douglas Dakarai Chikohora (aged 55) – Non-Executive Director
Douglas has over 30 years’ successful experience in the mining sector mostly in Africa. He has been a director
of public listed companies in the past and now sits on the boards of the Business Council for Africa and Cluff
Africa Associates UK Limited.
Qualified as a Chartered Engineer, he joined the Buchwa Mine in 1981. In 1984 he joined RTZ,
Zimbabwe before moving to Cluff Resources in 1987, where he helped to develop the Ayanfuri mine in Ghana,
West Africa. In 1996, he was appointed Managing Director of Cluff Mining (West Africa) Limited (now Amara
Mining (Burkina) Limited). Subsequently, in 2004 he became Technical Director of Cluff Gold plc. (now
Amara Mining plc) and co-founded Cluff Africa Associates UK Limited in 2010. Throughout his mining career
he has established good contacts in the natural resource sector, including agriculture, on the African continent.
Douglas was also a founder of AAA.
Neil Lindsey Herbert (aged 48) – Non-Executive Director
Neil is a well-respected entrepreneur and investor with a strong background of managing African businesses and
experience in the food processing industry. Neil has worked in the resource sector since he joined Chilean
copper miner Antofagasta PLC in 1998, having previously been employed by PwC in Europe. Until May 2013,
he was Co-Chairman and Managing Director of Polo Resources Ltd. Prior to joining Polo Resources plc he was
Finance Director of African uranium explorer UraMin Inc., from its foundation in 2005 until its acquisition in
2007 for $2.5bn. Neil has managed companies through project acquisitions, disposals, mine development, stock
market listings and fund raisings and has considerable experience as both an executive and a non-executive
director.
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The Board of Dynamic
The Dynamic Board comprises Craig Forbes, Rob Scott and Andrew Raca and reports regularly to the Board.
Craig Forbes, the Chief Executive Officer of AAA, is also a member of the Dynamic Board. Biographical
details of Andrew Raca and Rob Scott are as follows:
Andrew Joseph Raca (aged 50) – Non-Executive Director
Andrew is Head of Corporate Finance at VSA Capital, a London based investment bank focused on natural
resources and agriculture. He has a broad range of investment banking and finance experience in the equity
capital markets and private arena gained over 25 years. He commenced his career at the investment bank,
Barclays de Zoete Wedd. Following three years in family owned businesses he joined Albert E Sharp Securities.
Subsequently he worked in senior roles at Arthur Andersen, Ernst & Young, Arden Partners, Blue Oar
Securities (as Head of Corporate Finance) and Shore Capital, before joining VSA Capital.
Robert Stuart Scott (aged 46) – Non-Executive Director
Rob has over 20 years of finance experience, with the last ten years specifically focused in Africa within the
mining industry and general investments. He has held executive and senior positions with a number of
companies, as well as having served on both public and private company boards. He has been involved in
companies with locations in South Africa, Angola, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, DRC, CAR, Tanzania, Kenya and
Namibia amongst others. Rob has also previously been involved in hotels, agriculture and construction
industries.
Employees
As at Admission, the Company has four directors and Dynamic has three directors, one of whom is also a
directors of AAA and 25 employees. In addition, APV is supported by a factory manager based in Brits, and a
team of three agronomists covering the southern African region.

7.

ACQUISITION STRATEGY AND FUNDRAISINGS

The Directors’ strategy is to develop the business of Dynamic both organically and by acquisition. It is intended
that future acquisitions made by the Company will be complementary to Dynamic’s business and relate to
production, transportation and trading of food products in sub-Saharan Africa, including the acquisition of land
for food production. The Company has access to a range of prospects through the Directors’ extensive contact
network and actively reviews further acquisition opportunities from time to time. It is the Directors’ intention
that acquisitions show potential for significant capital growth. The Directors favour potential vendors who
would consider taking new Ordinary Shares as part, or all, of the consideration for any transaction. Future
acquisitions may be either of entire businesses, minority holdings or by the creation of joint ventures.
Additional funds will be required before AAA enters into negotiations regarding such further acquisitions. The
Directors expect to undertake an equity fundraising for the purpose of providing acquisition finance in due
course.

8.

LOCK-IN AND ORDERLY MARKET ARRANGEMENTS

The Locked-In Persons, who in aggregate hold 25,318,528 Ordinary Shares, representing 29.1 per cent. of the
Enlarged Share Capital, have each agreed for a period of 12 months from Admission that, subject to certain
exceptions, they will not dispose of Ordinary Shares held by them. In addition, these Locked-In Persons shall be
subject to orderly market arrangements for a further 12 months thereafter. Further details of the Lock-In and
Orderly Market Agreements are set out in paragraph 10 of Part V of this Document.
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9.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND INTERNAL CONTROLS

The Directors recognise the importance of sound corporate governance and confirm that, following Admission,
they will continue to comply with the recommendations in the QCA Guidelines, which have become a widely
recognised benchmark for corporate governance of smaller quoted companies, particularly ISDX companies.
The Board is responsible for formulating, reviewing and approving Company strategy, budgets and corporate
actions. As the Company will become the holding company of a trading company, the Directors intend to hold
meetings of the Board at least six times per annum, and at other times as and when required. AAA will continue
to operate its existing audit, remuneration and nomination committees with formally delegated duties and
responsibilities.
(a) Audit Committee
The audit committee has the primary responsibility of monitoring the quality of internal controls and ensuring
that the ﬁnancial performance of AAA is properly measured and reported on. It receives and reviews reports
from the Company’s management and external auditors relating to the interim and annual accounts and the
accounting and internal control systems in use throughout the Group. The audit committee will meet not less
than twice in each ﬁnancial year and will have unrestricted access to the Group’s external auditors. The audit
committee is chaired by Neil Herbert and includes Andrew Monk.
(b) Remuneration Committee
The remuneration committee reviews the performance of the Directors and make recommendations to the Board
on matters relating to their remuneration and terms of service. The remuneration committee makes
recommendations to the Board on proposals for the granting of share options and other equity incentives
pursuant to any employee share option scheme or equity incentive plans in operation from time to time. The
remuneration committee will meet as and when necessary. The remuneration committee is chaired by Neil
Herbert and includes Douglas Chikohora.
(c) Nomination Committee
The nomination committee is responsible for recommendations to the Board for the appointment of additional
directors or replacement of current directors and for succession planning for the Group.The nomination
committee comprises Andrew Monk as chairman and includes Douglas Chikohora.
(d) Share Dealing Code
The Company has adopted, and will continue to operate where applicable, a share dealing code for directors and
senior executives under the same terms as the Model Code on directors dealing in securities, published from
time to time by the UKLA.

10. DIVIDEND POLICY
The Directors do not anticipate declaring any dividends in the foreseeable future but may recommend
distributions at some future date depending upon the generation of sustainable proﬁts and adequate distributable
reserves.

11. RISK FACTORS
Your attention is drawn to the risk factors set out in Part II of this Document and to the sub-heading. In addition
to all other information set out in this Document, potential investors should carefully consider the risks
described in Part II before making a decision to invest in the Company.
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12. TAXATION
Information regarding taxation is set out in paragraph 16 of Part V of this Document. That information is
intended only as a general guide to the current tax position in the UK. Any investor who is in any doubt as to
his or her tax position, or is subject to tax in a jurisdiction other than the UK, should consult his or her
own independent professional adviser without delay.
Upon Admission, the Ordinary Shares will not rank as a qualifying investment for the purposes of the Enterprise
Investment Scheme nor be a “qualifying holding” for the purposes of investment by Venture Capital Trusts.

13. ADMISSION, SETTLEMENT AND DEALINGS
The Acquisition constitutes a reverse takeover under the ISDX Rules for Companies and is therefore dependent
on the approval of Shareholders being given at the General Meeting. Subject to the passing of the Resolution
and the satisfaction of the other conditions under the Acquisition Agreement and the introduction agreement
described in paragraph 10 of Part V of this Document and Admission, the Enlarged Share Capital will be
admitted to trading on ISDX.
Application will be made to ISDX for the Enlarged Share Capital to be admitted to trading on ISDX.
Admission of the Enlarged Share Capital to trading on ISDX is, subject to the passing of the Resolution and the
satisfaction of all other conditions, expected to take place on or around 10 July 2014.
The Ordinary Shares are eligible for CREST settlement. Accordingly, settlement of transactions in Ordinary
Shares (including the Consideration Shares) following Admission may take place within the CREST system if
the relevant Shareholder so wishes.
CREST is a voluntary system and Shareholders who wish to receive and retain certificates will be able to do so.
It is expected that, subject to the satisfaction of the Conditions, the Consideration Shares will be registered in the
names of the Selling Shareholders and issued either:
* in certified form, where the Selling Shareholders so elect, with the relevant share certificate expected to be
despatched by post, at their risk, by 24 July 2014; or
* in CREST, where the Selling Shareholders so elect and only if they are a system-member (as defined in the
CREST Regulations) in relation to CREST, with delivery (to the designated CREST account) of the
Consideration Shares subscribed for expected to take place on 10 July 2014.

14. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Your attention is drawn to the Risk Factors set out in Part II, to the financial information on Dynamic and AAA
in Part III, to the pro forma statement of net assets in Part IV and to the additional information contained in Part
V of this Document.

15. GENERAL MEETING
Attached to this Document you will find a notice convening the General Meeting which is to be held at New
Liverpool House, 15-17 Eldon Street, London EC2M 7LD at 10 a.m. on 9 July 2014, for the purpose of
considering, and if thought fit, passing the Resolution. The Resolution will be proposed as an ordinary
resolution and seeks to approve the Acquisition.
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16. ACTION TO BE TAKEN
You will find enclosed with this document a Form of Proxy for use in connection with the General Meeting.
Whether or not you intend to be present at the General Meeting, you are asked to complete the Form of Proxy in
accordance with the instructions printed on it so as to be received by the Company’s registrars, Neville
Registrars Limited, as soon as possible but in any event not later than 10:00 a.m. on 7 July 2014. The
completion and return of the Form of Proxy will not preclude you from attending and voting in person at the
meeting should you so wish.

17. VOTING INDICATIONS
The Directors have given indications to the Company to vote in favour of the Resolution to be proposed at the
General Meeting (and, where relevant, to procure that such action is taken by the relevant registered holders if
that is not them) in respect of their entire beneficial holdings totalling in aggregate 11,098,689 Ordinary Shares,
representing approximately 14.6 per cent. of the Issued Share Capital.
In addition, certain other Shareholders have given indications to the Company to vote in favour of the
Resolution to be proposed at the General Meeting (and, where relevant, to procure that such action is taken by
the relevant registered holders if that is not them) in respect of their holdings totalling, in aggregate 27,063,078
Ordinary Shares, representing approximately 35.6 per cent. of the Issued Share Capital
In total, therefore, the Company has received indications to vote in favour of the Resolution to be proposed at
the General Meeting in respect of holdings totalling, in aggregate, 38,161,767 Ordinary Shares, representing
50.2 per cent. of the Issued Share Capital.

18. RECOMMENDATION
The Directors consider that the terms of the Acquisition are fair and reasonable and in the best interests of the
Shareholders and the Company as a whole. Accordingly, the Directors unanimously recommend that you vote
in favour of the Resolution necessary to approve and implement the Acquisition as they have indicated they will
do so in respect of their entire beneficial holdings amounting to, in aggregate, 11,098,689 Ordinary Shares,
representing approximately 14.6 per cent. of the Issued Share Capital.

Yours faithfully,

Andrew Monk
Non-Executive Chairman
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PART II
RISK FACTORS
Prospective investors should be aware that an investment in the Company is speculative and involves a
high degree of risk. In addition to the other information in this Document, the Directors consider the
following risk factors are of particular relevance to the Group’s activities and to any investment in the
Company. It should be noted that this list is not exhaustive and that other risk factors not presently
known or currently deemed immaterial may apply. Any one or more of these risk factors could have a
materially adverse impact on the value of the Company and its business prospects and should be taken
into consideration when assessing the Company and the Group. In such circumstances, investors could
lose all or part of the value of their investment. The risks are not presented in any order of priority.
Potential investors are advised to consult a person authorised under the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 who specialises in advising on investments of this kind before making any investment decisions.
A prospective investor should carefully consider whether an investment in the Company is suitable in
light of his personal circumstances and the financial resources available to him. Prospective investors
should also consider carefully all of the information set out in this Document and the risks attaching to
the investment in the Company, including in particular, the risks described below, before making any
investment decision.

RISKS RELATING TO THE BUSINESS AND OPERATIONS OF THE GROUP
The following sets out some of the risks pertaining to the Company’s business model. If any of these risks is
borne out, the Group’s business and financial condition could be significantly affected.
Seasonality
The fixed cost base of the Group is maintained through the seasons during which sales volumes of manufactured
and traded products are traditionally supressed, these being the summer months and the period from December
to January; however revenue typically decreases. The reduction in revenue during those periods of seasonally
low turnover may represent a working capital risk to the Group.
Development
The future success of the Group will be dependent, inter alia, on the ability of the Directors to identify
additional suitable investment opportunities and to implement the Company’s strategy. There is no assurance
that the Group’s activities will be successful in acquiring suitable investments.
Market and Competition
The agriculture sector is a highly competitive market and many competitors will have greater financial and other
resources than the Group and as a result may be in a better position to compete for opportunities. There can be
no assurances that the Group can or will be able to compete effectively.
Political
African countries experience varying degrees of political instability. There can be no assurance that political
stability will continue in those countries where the Company in the future may have operations. In the event of
political instability or changes in government policies in those countries where the Company may operate, the
operations and financial condition of the Company could be adversely affected.
Climate and Disease
The development of agricultural enterprises involves significant uncertainties and risks including unusual
climatic conditions such as drought, improper use of pesticides, disease, availability of labour and seasonality of
produce, any one of which could result in damage to, or destruction of crops, environmental damage or pollution
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all of which could have a material adverse impact on the business, operations and financial performance of the
Group.
Product
Agricultural products are natural products, and as such carry a degree of risk. Product quality varies from origin
to origin and batch to batch. Each product has its own specific product risk, relating to quality, moisture, shelflife, aflotoxins, microbacteria, and pesticide residues among others. Although structures and protocols are in
place to mitigate these risks to as great a degree as possible, product risk retains the capacity to adversely impact
on the Groups financial performance.
Pricing
The market price of agricultural products and crops is volatile and is affected by numerous factors which are
beyond the Group’s control. These include international supply and demand, the level of consumer product
demand, international economic trends, currency exchange rate fluctuations, the level of interest rates, the rate
of inflation, global or regional political events and international events as well as a range of other market forces.
Sustained downward movements in agricultural prices could render less economic, or uneconomic, any
development or investing activities to be undertaken by the Group;
Regulatory
The agricultural activities of the Group may be subject to various laws governing development, production, the
protection of the environment, taxes, labour standards and occupational health, safety, toxic substances and
other matters. Although the Directors intend that the Group’s activities will be carried out in accordance with all
applicable rules and regulations, no assurance can be given that new rules and regulations will not be enacted or
that existing rules and regulations will not be applied in a manner which could limit or curtail its activities.
Environmental laws, regulations and regulatory initiatives are significant drivers for opportunities in the
agricultural sector and can fundamentally alter the basis for the performance of companies operating in the
sector.
Dependence on Key Personnel
The Company has a small management team, and the loss of any director or key employee, coupled with the
inability to identify an appropriate replacement, could have a significant impact upon the Group’s future
performance.
Under the Acquisition Agreement, as detailed at paragraph 10.1.1 of Part V of this Document, the Selling
Shareholders have in the usual way entered into various warranties and indemnities in favour of the Company,
both at completion of the purchase of 19% of the issued share capital of Dynamic and repeated on completion of
the Acquisition. One of the Selling Shareholders is Craig Forbes, who is CEO of the Company and a member of
the Dynamic Board. Any claim (thought to be unlikely) by the Company for breach of warranty and/or
indemnity may have a materially adverse impact on Craig Forbes’ continued involvement with the Company
and Dynamic.
Reliance on Key Customers
Dynamic generated approximately 80% of its revenues in the year ended 31 October 2013 from its top five
customers. The risks associated with reliance on these customers are recognised by the Directors, and it is
intended that the Group will continue to expand its customer base. Dominance of a select few customers has the
potential to force erosion of prices and, by extension, profit margins. Additionally, there is the risk that loss of a
key customer and inability to locate an alternate buyer for that proportion of product could result in a decrease in
revenue.
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Repatriation of Funds
Some of the countries in which the Company may operate have maintained strict controls on access to foreign
currency and the repatriation of funds. Although exchange control restrictions have been substantially relaxed in
recent years, there can be no assurance that they will not be reintroduced.
Successful management of growth
Expansion of the business of the Group may place additional demands on the Group’s management,
administrative and technological resources and marketing capabilities, and may require additional capital
expenditure. If the Group is unable to manage any such expansion effectively, then this may adversely impact
the business, development, financial condition, results of operations, prospects, profits, cash flow and reputation
of the Group.
As set out in Part I of this Document, the Group intends to expand its operations. The Group’s growth and future
success will be dependent to some extent on the successful completion of such expansion strategies proposed to
be undertaken by the Group and the sufficiency of demand for the Group’s products. The execution of the
Group’s expansion strategies may also place a strain on its managerial, operational and financial reserves.
Should the Group fail to implement such expansion strategies or should there be insufficient demand for the
Group’s products and services, the Group’s business operations, financial performance and prospects may be
adversely affected.
Potential requirement for further investment
The Group may require additional capital in the future for expansion, its activities and/or business development,
whether from equity or debt sources. There can be no guarantee that the necessary funds will be available on a
timely basis, on favourable terms, or at all, or that such funds if raised, would be sufficient. If additional funds
are raised by issuing equity securities, material dilution to the then existing shareholdings may result. The level
and timing of future expenditure will depend on a number of factors, many of which are outside of the Group’s
control. If the Group is not able to obtain additional capital on acceptable terms, or at all, it may be forced to
curtail or abandon such expansion, activities and/or business development which could adversely impact upon
the Group, its business, development, financial condition, operating results or prospects.
Past Performance
The past performance of the Group is not a guide to future performance of the Group and no representation is
made or warranty given regarding future performance of the Group.
Taxation
This Document has been prepared in accordance with current UK tax legislation, practice and concession and
interpretation thereof. Any change in the Company’s tax status or in taxation legislation could affect the
Company’s ability to provide returns to Shareholders or alter post tax returns to Shareholders. Furthermore, any
change in the rates, manner or interpretation of taxation in overseas jurisdictions including the Republic of
South Africa to which any subsidiaries of the Company may be subject, could adversely affect the Company.
The taxation of an investment in the Company depends on the individual circumstances of investors.
Litigation
Legal proceedings, with or without merit, may arise from time to time in the course of the Group’s business.
The Directors cannot preclude litigation being brought against the Group and any litigation brought against the
Group could have a material adverse effect on the financial condition, results or operations of the Company. The
Group’s business may be materially adversely affected if the Group and/or its employees or agents are found not
to have met the appropriate standard of care or exercised their discretion or authority in a prudent or appropriate
manner in accordance with accepted standards.
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Internal controls
Future growth and prospects for the Company will depend on its management’s ability to manage the business
of the Group and to continue to expand and improve operational, financial and management information and
quality control systems on a timely basis, whilst at the same time maintaining effective cost controls. Any
failure to expand and improve operational, financial and management information and quality control systems in
line with the Group’s growth could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, financial condition
and results of operations.
The Group’s objectives
The Group’s objectives may not be fulfilled. The value of an investment in the Group is dependent upon it
achieving the aims set out in this Document. There can be no guarantee that it will achieve the level of success
that the Directors expect.
Debtor payments
In the event that multiple customers do not pay their debts, it could result in a cash flow shortage in the Group.
Uninsured liabilities
The Group may be subject to liability claims due to its products being natural and therefore of variable quality,
or for acts or omissions of its sales representatives, agents or distributors. The Group can give no assurance that
the proceeds of insurance applicable to covered risks will be adequate to cover expenses relating to losses or
liabilities. Accordingly, the Group may suffer material losses from uninsurable or uninsured risks or insufficient
insurance coverage.

RISKS RELATING TO THE MARKET IN WHICH THE GROUP OPERATES
Exchange Rate Fluctuations
A large majority of revenue of Dynamic will be transacted in ZAR or directly linked to the ZAR. Additionally, a
number of the suppliers to Dynamic are paid in US dollars. Consequently, investment in the Ordinary Shares
includes an economic exposure to the ZAR and US dollar. The Company’s accounts are maintained in pounds
sterling and may therefore be partly affected by fluctuations in the Sterling-Rand and Sterling-US dollar
exchange rate. Fluctuations in the value of Sterling, the ZAR and other currencies in which the Company and
any subsidiaries may agree to transact business from time to time may materially affect the cash flows and
earnings which the Company expects to realise from its operations when translated into Sterling. As the
Company receives income, it will be exposed to currency translation risk on such income to the extent the
Company does not seek to hedge its currency exposure in the financial markets. The Group has a hedging
strategy in place, whereby it seeks to cover the majority of its foreign currency exposure.
Key suppliers
The Directors consider Dynamic to have built up a reliable supplier base for its externally sourced raw
materials. At present, a significant proportion of these raw materials are supplied by certain key suppliers. While
Dynamic sources raw materials from a range of suppliers, there remains a risk of material impact in the short
term if one of its key suppliers were to fail.
Exposure to economic cycle
Market conditions may affect the value of the Company’s share price regardless of operating performance. The
Group could be affected by unforeseen events outside of its control including economic and political events and
trends, inflation and deflation, terrorist attacks or currency exchange fluctuation. The combined effect of these
factors is difficult to predict and an investment in the Company could be adversely affected by changes in
economic, political, administrative, taxation or other regulatory factors in any jurisdiction in which the Group
may operate. Deterioration in the economic climate could result in a delay or cancellation of clients’ projects.
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Force majeure events
There is a risk that the markets in which the Group currently operates could be affected by events such as war,
civil war, riot or armed conflict, acts of terrorism, floods, explosions or other catastrophes, epidemics or
quarantine restrictions, which are outside of the Directors’ control and generally not covered by insurance. Such
events could have a variety of materially adverse consequences for the Group, including risks and costs related
to decline in revenues or reputational damage, and injury or loss of life, as well as litigation related thereto.
Legal Systems
The Republic of South Africa and some of the countries in which the Company may operate in could have legal
systems that result in risks such as: (i) potential difficulties in obtaining effective legal redress in the courts of
such jurisdictions, whether in respect of a breach of law or regulation, or in an ownership dispute; (ii) a higher
degree of discretion on the part of governmental authorities; (iii) the lack of judicial or administrative guidance
on interpreting applicable rules and regulations; (iv) inconsistencies or conflicts between and within various
laws, regulations, decrees, orders and resolutions; and (v) relative inexperience of the judiciary and courts in
such matters. In certain jurisdictions the commitment of local business people, government officials and
agencies and the judicial system to abide by legal requirements and negotiated agreements may be more
uncertain, creating particular concerns with respect to licences and agreements for business. These may be
susceptible to revision or cancellation and legal redress may be uncertain or delayed. There can be no assurance
that joint ventures, licences, licence applications or other legal arrangements will not be adversely affected by
the actions of government authorities or others and the effectiveness of and enforcement of such arrangements
in these jurisdictions cannot be assured.

RISKS RELATING TO THE ORDINARY SHARES
Investment in ISDX Growth Market Securities
Although the Company is applying for Admission, there can be no assurance that an active trading market for
the Ordinary Shares will develop, or if developed, that it will be maintained. An investment in shares traded on
ISDX may be less liquid and is perceived to involve a higher degree of risk than an investment in a company
whose shares are listed on the Official List. Prospective investors should be aware that the value of the Ordinary
Shares may go down as well as up and that the market price of the Ordinary Shares may not reflect the
underlying value of the Group. Investors may therefore realise less than, or lose all of, their investment.
Liquidity of the Ordinary Shares
Suitability of Ordinary Shares as an Investment
The Ordinary Shares may not be suitable for all the recipients of this Document. Before making a decision to
invest in the Company, investors are advised to consult an investment adviser authorised through FSMA or
another appropriately qualified professional adviser who specialises in advising on the acquisition of shares and
other securities. The value of the Ordinary Shares and the income received from them can go down as well as up
and investors may get back less than their original investment.
Disapplication of pre-emption rights
The Directors have been granted authority to allot up to 88,000,000 new Ordinary Shares on a pre-emptive basis
and up to 88,000,000 new Ordinary Shares representing 101% of the Enlarged Share Capital other than on a preemptive basis. Accordingly, potential investors should consider the risk that, following Admission, Shareholders
may be diluted if new Ordinary Shares are issued.
Market perception
Market perception of the Company may change, potentially affecting the value of investors’ holdings and the
ability of the Company to raise further funds by the issue of further Ordinary Shares or otherwise.
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Valuation of shares
The share price on Admission may not relate to the Company’s net asset value, net worth or any established
criteria or value. There can be no guarantee that the Ordinary Shares will be able to achieve higher valuations or,
if they do so, that such higher valuations can be maintained.
Future payment of dividends
The Directors do not anticipate declaring any dividends in the foreseeable future but may recommend
distributions at some future date depending upon the generation of sustainable proﬁts and adequate distributable
reserves.
There can be no assurance as to the level of future dividends (if any). The declaration, payment and amount of
any future dividends of the Company are subject to the discretion of the Directors and Shareholders of the
Company and will depend upon, inter alia, the Company’s earnings, financial position, cash requirements and
availability of profits as well as the provisions of relevant laws and/or generally accepted accounting principles
from time to time.
ISDX Growth Market Rules for Issuers
The ISDX Rules are less onerous than those of the Official List. Neither the FCA nor the London Stock
Exchange has examined or approved the contents of this Document. Shareholders and prospective investors (as
appropriate) should be aware of the risks of investing in ISDX quoted shares and should make the decision to
invest only after careful consideration and, if appropriate, consultation with an independent financial adviser.
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PART III
FINANCIAL INFORMATION ON THE GROUP
SECTION A – FINANCIAL INFORMATION ON AAA

19 June 2014

The Directors
Anglo African Agriculture PLC
Fourth Floor,
New Liverpool House
15-17 Eldon Street
London
EC2M 7LD

The Members
Cairn Financial Advisers LLP
61 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6AX

Dear Sirs,
ANGLO AFRICAN AGRICULTURE PLC (“THE COMPANY”)
Introduction
We report on the financial information set out below. This financial information has been prepared for inclusion
in the Admission Document, dated 19 June 2014, of the Company on the basis of the accounting policies set out
in section 1. This report is required by Appendix 1, Part 1 section 31 under the ISDX Rules and for no other
purpose. It does not constitute audited statutory accounts.

Basis of preparation
The financial information set out below is based on the audited financial statements (“financial statements”) of
the Company for the period ended 31 October 2013 and the period ended 31 March 2013 and have been
prepared on the basis set out in note 1 below after making such adjustments, as we considered necessary.
Responsibilities
The directors of the Company are responsible for preparing the financial information on the basis of preparation
set out in note 1 to the financial information and in accordance with International Financial Reporting standards
(“IFRS”). It is our responsibility to form an opinion as to whether the financial information gives a true and fair
view, for the purposes of the Admission Document, and to report our opinion to you.
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Basis of Opinion
We conducted our work in accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing
Practices Board in the UK. Our work included an assessment of evidence relevant to the amounts and
disclosures in the financial information. It also included an assessment of significant estimates and judgements
made by those responsible for the preparation of the financial information and whether the accounting policies
are appropriate to the entity’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our work so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered
necessary to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the financial information is
free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial information gives, for the purposes of the Admission Document dated 19 June
2014, a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Company as at 31 October 2013 and 31 March 2013 and
of its comprehensive income statements, statement of cash flows and statements of changes in equity for the
periods then ended, and has been prepared in accordance with IFRS in a form that is consistent with the
accounting policies set out in note 1.

Yours faithfully,

Jeffreys Henry LLP
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1.
1.1

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
GENERAL INFORMATION
Anglo African Agriculture plc is a company incorporated in the United Kingdom. Details of the
registered office, the officers and advisers to the Company are presented on the Directors and
Advisers page at the beginning of this report. The Company is listed on the ISDX Growth Market
(AAAP).

1.2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out
below.
1.2.1

Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and with those parts of the Companies Act 2006 applicable to
companies reporting under IFRS. IFRS comprises of standards issued by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) and the interpretations issued by the International
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) as adopted by the European Union
(EU).
Preparation Of Financial Statements
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain
critical accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgment in the
process of applying the Company’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree
of judgment or complexity, or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the
financial statements are disclosed in Note 3.
Issued International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS’s) and Interpretations
(IFRICS) Relevant to Company Operations
The following IFRS and IFRIC interpretations are effective for the first time in this financial
period.
Amendments resulting from Annual Improvements 2009-11 Cycle and applicable to periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2013. The applicable standards being IAS32, IAS34, IAS1
and IFRSI. Amendments to IFRS7 and guidance of offsetting of assets and liabilities are
applicable to periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013.
The introduction of IFS13 which provides guidance on how to measure fair value when fair
value is required or permitted and commenced from 1 January 2013.
The directors anticipate that the adoption of these standards and interpretations will have no
material impact on the financial statements of the Company.
Standards, Interpretations and Amendments to Published Standards that are not yet
Effective
The following IFRS or IFRIC interpretations that are issued but not yet effective and have
not been adopted in these financial standards.
A revision to IFRS9 for accounting for financial instruments which becomes effective from
1 January 2015.
The introduction of IFRS10 which will impact future consolidations in the financial
statements of the company. This standard will become effective from 1 January 2014.
The introduction of IFRS11 which will impact group reporting and interest in joint ventures.
This standard will become effective from 1 January 2014.
The introduction of IFRS12 which will impact an entity that has an interest in subsidiaries,
joint arrangements and associates and is effective from 1 January 2014.
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All companies implementing IFRS12 will also be expected to simultaneously implement
IFRS10, IFRS11 and IAS27 and IAS28.
The directors anticipate that the introduction of these standards and interpretations in future
periods will have no material impact on the financial statement of the company.
1.2.2

Going Concern
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
The company made a loss of £1,853 for the 7 months ended 31 October 2013 (loss of
£119,876 in the period from 17 January 2012 to 31 March 2013). The directors have formed
a judgement, at the time of approving the financial statements, that it is appropriate to adopt
the going concern basis in preparing the financial statements. These financial statements do
not include any adjustments that would arise if the Company was unable to continue to
trade.

1.2.3

Compliance with Accounting Standards
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with applicable accounting standards.

1.2.4

Investments
Investments are stated at cost less provision for any impairment in value.

1.2.5

Receivables
Receivables are recognised and stated at fair value less any allowances for doubtful debts

1.2.6

Trade Payables
Trade payables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method.

1.2.7

Share Capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue
of new shares or options are shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds.

1.2.8

Share Premium
Share premium represents the excess of the amount subscribed for share capital over the
nominal value of these shares net of share issue expenses.

1.2.7

Fair Values
The carrying amounts of the financial assets and liabilities such as cash and cash
equivalents, receivables and payables of the company at the statement of financial position
date approximated their fair values, due to relatively short term nature of these financial
instruments.

1.2.8

Foreign Currency Translation
The functional and presentation currency of these financial statements is in pounds sterling.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated into sterling
at the rates of exchange ruling at the balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign currencies
are recorded at the rate ruling at the date of the transaction. All differences are taken to
profit and loss account.

1.2.9

Taxation
Tax on the profit or loss for the year comprises current and deferred tax. Tax is recognised
in the income statement except to the extent that it relates to items recognised directly in
equity, in which case it is recognised in equity.
Current tax is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for the year, using tax rates
enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date together with any adjustment to
tax payable in respect of previous years.
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Deferred tax is provided on temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets
and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes.
The following temporary differences are not provided for: the initial recognition of assets or
liabilities that affect neither accounting nor taxable profit other than in a business
combination, and differences relating to investments in subsidiaries to the extent that they
will probably not reverse in the foreseeable future. The amount of deferred tax provided is
based on the expected manner of realisation or settlement of the carrying amount of assets
and liabilities, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date.
1.2.10

Share-Based Compensation
The fair value of the employee and suppliers services received in exchange for the grant of
the options is recognised as an expense. The total amount to be expensed over the vesting
year is determined by reference to the fair value of the options granted, excluding the impact
of any non-market vesting conditions (for example, profitability and sales growth targets).
Non-market vesting conditions are included in assumptions about the number of options that
are expected to vest. At each statement of financial position date, the entity revises its
estimates of the number of options that are expected to vest. It recognises the impact of the
revision to original estimates, if any, in the income statement, with a corresponding
adjustment to equity. The proceeds received net of any directly attributable transaction costs
are credited to share capital (nominal value) and share premium when the options are
exercised.
The fair value of share-based payments recognised in the income statement is measured by
use of the Black Scholes model, which takes into account conditions attached to the vesting
and exercise of the equity instruments. The expected life used in the model is adjusted;
based on management’s best estimate, for the effects of non-transferability, exercise
restrictions and behavioural considerations. The share price volatility percentage factor used
in the calculation is based on management’s best estimate of future share price behaviour
and is selected based on past experience, future expectations and benchmarked against peer
companies in the industry.

1.3

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS
The Company makes certain estimated and assumptions regarding the future. Estimates and
judgements are continually evaluated based on historical experience and other factors, including
expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. In the future
actual experience may differ from these estimates and assumptions. The estimates and assumptions
that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below.

ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS
(a)

Share Based Payments
The fair value of share-based payments recognised in the income statement is measured by
use of the Black Scholes model, which takes into account conditions attached to the vesting
and exercise of the equity instruments. The expected life used in the model is adjusted;
based on management’s best estimate, for the effects of non-transferability, exercise
restrictions and behavioural considerations. The share price volatility percentage factor used
in the calculation is based on management’s best estimate of future share price behaviour
based on past experience, future expectations and benchmarked against peer companies in
the industry.
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2.

(b)

Impairment Review of Investments And Loans
The directors have carried out a detailed impairment review in respect of investments and
loans provided by the Company. The Company assess at each reporting date, whether there
is indication that an asset may be impaired by considering the fair value of the future
purchase price of investments and/or considering the net present value of discounted cash
flows forecast which have been discounted. The cash flow projections are based on the
assumption that the Company can realise projected sales. A prudent approach has been
applied with no residual value being factored. At the period end, the directors considered
that the loan and the current asset investment were not impaired.

(c)

Going Concern
As further disclosed in note 1.2.2, the directors have made critical judgements and
assumptions on the company’s ability to continue as a group concern. No adjustment has
been made should the Company be unable to continue to trade.

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Notes

Turnover
Administrative expenses
Operating loss
Bank Interest Receivable
Loss on ordinary activities before taxation
Tax on loss on ordinary activities
Loss for the period
Basic and diluted earnings per share

6.1
6.2

6.3
6.4

Period ended
31October 2013

Period ended
31 March 2013

£

£

(8,882)
(8,882)
7,029
(1,853)
(1,853)
-

(119,876)
(119,876)
(119,876)
(119,876)
(0.28p)
-

3.

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Notes

As at

As at

31 October 2013

31 March 2013

£

£

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Investment

6.6

84,915

84,915

Current Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

6.7
6.8

507,029
25,144

546,998

617,088

631,913

70,015
645,916
16,369
(121,192)

68,515
624,916
16,906
(119,876)

611,108

590,461

Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Share capital
Share premium account
Share-based payments reserve
Retained earnings
Total Equity

6.9
6.9
6.12
6.10
6.11
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Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Total Liabilities
Total Equity and Liabilities

4.

5,980
5,980
617,088

6.8

41,452
41,452
631,913

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Share
Capital

Share
Premium

Retained
Earnings

Share Based
Payments
Reserve

Total
Equity

£

£

£

£

£

68,515

624,916

(119,876)

16,906

590,461

1,500

21,000

-

-

22,500

Loss for the period

-

-

(1,853)

-

(1,853)

Decrease in Share Based
Payments Reserve

-

-

537

(537)

-

70,015

645,916

(121,192)

16,369

611,108

Balance at 1 April 2013
Issue of Share Capital

Balance at 31 October 2013

Share capital is the amount subscribed for shares at nominal value.
Retained losses represent the cumulative loss of the Company attributable to equity shareholders.
The share premium has arisen on the issue of shares at a premium to their nominal value.
Share-based payments reserve relate to the charge for share-based payments in accordance with IFRS 2.
5.

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Note

7 months ended
31 October
2013

Period from
17 January 2012
to 31 March 2013
£

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Operating loss
Movement in the share based payment reserve

6.12

Adjustments for:
Changes in working Capital
Trade (receivables)/payables
Net Cash Outflows from Operating Activities
Cash flows from Financing Activities:
Net proceeds from issue of shares
Loan made to current asset investment

Opening Cash
Closing Cash

6.14
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(1,853)
-

(119,876)
16,906

(42,501)
(44,354)

41,452
(61,518)

22,500
(500,000)
(521,854)

608,516
546,998

546,998

-

25,144

546,998

6.
6.1.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL INFORMATION
TURNOVER

Analysed by geographical market:
6.2.

OPERATING LOSS

Operating loss is stated after charging:
Directors’ share based payments reserve
Auditors’ remuneration

6.3.

TAXATION

Tax charge
Factors affecting the tax charge for the year;
Loss on ordinary activities before taxation
Loss on ordinary activities before taxation multiplied by
standard rate of UK corporation tax of 20.0%
Tax effect of expense not deductible for tax
Tax effect of utilisation of tax losses not previously recognised
Tax Charge

7 months to
31 October
2013
£
-

17 Jan 2012 to
to 31 March
2013
£
-

7 months to
31 October
2013
£

Jan 2012
to 31 March
2013
£

2,000

16,906
3,000

7 months to
31 October
2013
£
(1,853)

17 Jan 2012
to 31 March
2013
£
(119,876)

(371)
371
-

(23,975)
3,381
20,594
-

The company has excess management expenses of £104,823 (31 March 2013 £102,970) available for
carry forward against future trading profits. The deferred tax asset in these tax losses at 20% of
£20,965 (31 March 2013 - £20,594) has not been recognised due to the uncertainty of recovery.

6.4.

LOSS PER SHARE
Basic loss per share is calculated by dividing the loss attributable to equity shareholders by the
weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue during the period:
7 months to
17 Jan 2012
31 October
to 31 March
2013
2013
£
£
Loss after tax
(1,853)
(119,876)
Weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue
69,075,453
42,072,239
Basic and diluted loss per share (pence)
0.28p
Basic and diluted earnings per share are the same, since where a loss is incurred the effect of
outstanding share options and warrants is considered anti-dilutive and is ignored for the purpose of
the loss per share calculation. As at 31 October 2013 there were 22,261,330 (31 March 2013 –
57,737,930) outstanding share warrants and 3,678,092 (31 March 2013 – 5,517,138) outstanding
options, both are potentially dilutive.
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6.5.

DIVIDENDS

7 months to
31 October
2013
£
-

17 Jan 2012
to 31 March
2013
£
-

INVESTMENTS

31 October
2013
£

31 March
2013
£

Investment at cost

84,915

84,915

Dividends paid

6.6.

The directors have valued the 19 per cent. investment in Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Limited at cost.
Having reviewed the current trading and forecasts the directors have reached the judgement that
there is no requirement for an impairment provision.
6.7.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

31 October
2013
£
500,000
7,029
507,029

Other loans
Other debtors

31 March
2013
£
-

The loan to the investment was made to Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Limited (“Dynamic”) in April
2013. Interest is being accrued at the rate of LIBOR +2% on this loan and the terms of repayment are
a £100,000 capital repayment each year on the last business day in February starting with the first
payment in February 2014. £400,000 of this loan will be repaid after a period of more than 12
months as per the terms of the loan agreement. The interest receivable for the period on this loan is
£7,029 (31 March 2013 - £Nil).
6.8.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

31 October
2013
£
480
5,500
5,980

Trade payables
Accruals

6.9.

31 March
2013
£
38,452
3,000
41,452

SHARE CAPITAL
Allotted, called up and fully paid
ordinary shares of 0.1p each
Balance at 1 April 2013
New shares issued in the period
Balance at 31 October 2013

Number

68,514,705
1,500,000
70,014,705
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Nominal
Value
£
68,515
1,500
70,015

Share
Premium
£
624,916
21,000
645,916

Total
consideration
£
693,431
22,500
715,931

1,500,000 warrants were exercised at 1.5p on 12 August 2013 raising equity of £22,500.
33,976,600 warrants exercisable at 1.5p were not exercised by 5 September 2013 and expired.
Following the issue of 1,500,000 new ordinary shares issued pursuant to the exercise of the
1,500,000 warrants, the Company's issued share capital at the end of the period consisted of
70,014,705 Ordinary shares.
6.10.

RETAINED EARNINGS
Opening balance
Loss in period
Movement in share based payment reserve

6.11.

RECONCILIATION OF MOVEMENTS IN
SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS
Opening shareholders’ funds
Loss for year
Nominal value – Ordinary shares issued during the year
Share premium – Ordinary shares issued during the year
Movement in Share Based Payments Reserve
Movement in profit and loss reserve
Closing shareholders’ funds

6.12.

31 October 2013
£
(119,876)
(1,853)
537
(121,192)

31 March 2013
£
(119,876)
(119,876)

31 October 2013
£

31 March 2013
£

590,461
(1,853)
1,500
21,000
(537)
537
611,108

(119,876)
68,515
624,916
16,906
590,461

SHARE-BASED PAYMENTS
The Company has a share-ownership compensation scheme for senior executives of the Company
whereby senior executives may be granted options to purchase Ordinary Shares in the Company.
Warrants
There are 22,261,330 warrants to subscribe for Ordinary shares at 31 October 2013. Of these,
2,761,330 warrants are exercisable at a price of 1.5p and were issued as consideration to the then
joint financial advisers of the Company, Zeus Capital Limited and VSA Capital Limited. The
balance of 19,500,000 warrants are exercisable at a price of 2.5p
Options
On 6 September 2012, 5,517,138 were issued to the directors of the Company. Of these 1,83 9,046
were forfeit following the resignation of a director on 30 October 2013. There were 3,678,092
options at 31 October 2013 and these expire on 5 September 2022.
The share based payment charge for the period in respect of the issued options decreased b y £537
(31 March 2013 – increase of £16,906) after eliminating the forfeited share options of a director.
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The details of options and warrants are as follows:
Date of
Grant

At
31.03.13

Exercised/
Vested

Forfeits

At
31.10.13

Exercise
Price

Exercise/Vesting Date

From

To

Warrants
06/09/2012

35,476,600

(1,500,000)

(33,976,600)

-

1.5p

06/09/2012

05/09/2013

06/09/2012

2,761,330

-

-

2,761,330

1p

06/09/2012

05/09/2022

06/12/2012

19,500,000

-

-

19,500,000

2.5p

06/12/2012

31/01/2015

5,517,138

-

(1,839,046)

3,678,092

1p

06/09/2012

05/09/2022

Options
06/09/2012

The total warrants and options outstanding at 31 October 2013 were 25,939,422 (31 March 2013 63,255,068).
The number of warrants and options outstanding to the directors that served in the period, as at 31 October
2013 were as follows:
Director

Warrants

Options

Total

Andrew Anthony Monk

1,000,000

1,839,046

2,839,046

Konrad Patrick Legg (resigned 30 October 2013)

1,000,000

-

1,000,000

500,000

1,839,046

2,339,046

2,500,000

3,678,092

6,178,092

Douglas Dakarai Chikohora

Totals

The estimated fair value of the options in issue was calculated by applying the Black-Scholes
option pricing model. The assumptions used in the calculation were as follows:
Share price at date of grant (6 September 2012)
Exercise price
Expected volatility
Expected dividend
Contractual life
Risk free rate
Estimated fair value of each option

£0.0125
£0.01
50%
0%
7 years
2.5%
£0.0045

The share options outstanding at the year-end had a weighted average remaining contractual life of
8.9 years.
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6.13.

DIRECTORS’ EMOLUMENTS
There were no directors’ emoluments in the period and no directors exercised their share options
during the period (31 March 2013; options exercised – Nil).

6.14.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash at bank
6.15.

31 March
2013
£
546,998

31 October
2013
Number

31 March
2013
Number

3

3

EMPLOYEES

The average monthly number of employees (including directors)
during the period
6.16.

31 October
2013
£
25,144

EMPLOYMENT COSTS
The amount of £nil (31 March 2013 - £16,906) was charged in the period to establish the Share
Based Payments Reserve. Following the resignation of a director the share based payment reserve
value has been recalculated as £16,369.
There were no other employment costs in the period.

6.17.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The director, Andrew Monk, is also a director of VSA Capital Group plc and that group provided
services amounting to £840 to the company during the period. The balance owed at the period end
was £240 (31 March 2013: £12,000).
Andrew Raca is a director of Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Limited and is also an employee of the
VSA Capital Group plc group. A loan of £500,000 was made to Dynamic Intertrade (Pty) Ltd
during the period (31 March 2013: £Nil). The balance of the loan owed and any receivable interest
at 31 October 2013 is £507,029 (31 March 2013: £Nil).
There were no other related party transactions during the period to 31 October 2013.

6.18.

CONTROL
There is no single controlling party. Significant shareholders are listed in the Directors Report.
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6.19.

EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD
In April 2013 AAA lent Dynamic £500,000 repayable over a period of five years from the first
anniversary of drawdown. The Loan bears interest at 2% above LIBOR.
Under the Loan Facility, AAA nominated a director to the board of Dynamic.
On 20 December 2013 the Company has raised a further £102,000 with the issue of 6 million shares
at a price of 1.7p per share along with 6 million warrants to subscribe for ordinary shares at a price of
2.75p expiring on 31 January 2017.
On 25 February 2014, Neil Lindsey Herbert was appointed to the Board.

6.20

AUDITORS
The 31 October 2013 and 31 March 2013 financial statements were audited by Jeffreys Henry LLP.
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SECTION B – FINANCIAL INFORMATION ON DYNAMIC

19 June 2014

The Directors
Anglo African Agriculture PLC
Fourth Floor,
New Liverpool House
15-17 Eldon Street
London
EC2M 7LD

The Members
Cairn Financial Advisers LLP
61 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6AX

Dear Sirs,
DYNAMIC INTERTRADE (PTY) LIMITED
Introduction
We report on the financial information set out below. This financial information has been prepared for inclusion
in the Admission Document, dated 19 June 2014, of Anglo African Agriculture plc on the basis of the
accounting policies set out in section 1. This report is required by Appendix 1, Part 1 section 31under the ISDX
Rules and for no other purpose. It does not constitute audited statutory accounts.

Basis of preparation
The financial information set out below is based on the audited financial statements (“financial statements”) of
Dynamic for the year ended 31 October 2013, the year ended 31 October 2012 and the year ended 31 October
2011 and have been prepared on the basis set out in note 1 below after making such adjustments, as we
considered necessary.
Responsibilities
The directors of Dynamic are responsible for preparing the financial information on the basis of preparation set
out in note 1 to the financial information and in accordance with International Financial Reporting standards
(“IFRS”). It is our responsibility to form an opinion as to whether the financial information gives a true and fair
view, for the purposes of the Admission Document, and to report our opinion to you.
Basis of opinion
We conducted our work in accordance with the Standards for Investment Reporting issued by the Auditing
Practices Board in the United Kingdom. Our work included an assessment of evidence relevant to the amounts
and disclosures in the financial information. It also included an assessment of significant estimates and
judgements made by those responsible for the preparation of the financial information and whether the
accounting policies are appropriate to the entity’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our work so as to obtain all the information and explanations which we considered
necessary to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance that the financial information is
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free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other irregularity or error.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial information gives, for the purposes of the Admission Document dated 19 June
2014, a true and fair view of the state of affairs of Dynamic as at 31 October 2013, 31 October 2012 and 31
October 2011 and of its comprehensive income statements, statement of cash flows and statements of changes in
equity for the periods then ended, and has been prepared in accordance with IFRS in a form that is consistent
with the accounting policies set out in note 1.

Yours faithfully,

Jeffreys Henry LLP
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1.

ACCOUNTING
1.1

POLICIES

General Information
Dynamic Intertrade (PTY) Limited is incorporated in South Africa with company number
2008/004693/07.
The principal of activity of the company in the period under review was food manufacturing.

1.2

Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards for Small and Medium-sized Entities and the South African Companies Act 2008.
The measurement basis used is historical cost and the financial statements incorporate the accounting
policies set out below.
The company has adopted the South African Rand (“R”) as its measurement and reporting currency.
Transactions with all other currencies are therefore considered foreign currency transactions.

1.3

Fixed Assets – Property, Plant and Equipment
Plant and equipment consist of plant and equipment, computer equipment, furniture & fittings and
capitalised motor vehicles. Plant and equipment are measured at cost less depreciation.
Assets are written down to their recoverable amounts if the recoverable amounts are lower than the
carrying amounts.
Depreciation is calculated on a straight line bases over the expected useful lives of the assets by
taking into account their residual values. The expected useful lives are:
Leasehold Improvements

3 years

33.3%

Plant and Equipment

5 years

20%

Motor Vehicles

5 years

20%

Computer Equipment

2 years

50%

10 years

10%

Furniture & Fittings

6 years

16.66%

IT Equipment

3 years

33.3%

Laboratory Equipment

5 years

20%

Office Equipment

1.4

Loans to/from Group Companies
These financial instruments are classified as held to maturity and are carried at amortised cost.

1.5

Shareholders Loans
These financial instruments are classified as held to maturity and are carried at amortised cost.

1.6

Taxation
Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, recognised as a liability. If the
amount already paid in respect of current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those periods,
the excess is recognised as an asset.
Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount
expected to be recovered from or paid to the tax authorities, using the tax rates.
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(and tax laws) that have been or substantively enacted by the statement of financial position date.
South African Normal Taxation
No provision for taxation will be made if an assessed loss was incurred in the current year or brought
forward from previous years.
South African normal taxation is calculated at the current rate of taxation.
Deferred taxation
Deferred taxation is determined on all temporary differences between the carrying values and tax
bases of assets and liabilities. The company recognises the net future tax benefit related to deferred
income tax assets to the extent that it is probable that the deductible temporary differences will
reverse in the foreseeable future.
1.7

Inventories
Raw materials, work in progress, finished goods, consumable stores and merchandise are stated at
the lower of cost or net realisable value. The cost price is determined on a first –in-first-out basis.
Cost of work in progress and include an appropriate portion of variable and fixed overhead
expenditure, the latter being allocated on the basis of normal operating capacity.

1.8

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash equivalents are short term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known
amounts of cash and are subject to insignificant risk in change in value.
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at fair value.

1.9

Equity
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after
deducting all of its liabilities.

1.10 Trade and Other Payables
Trade and other payables are measured amortised cost using the effective interest method.
1.11 Turnover
Turnover comprises of sales to customers and service rendered to customers. Turnover is stated at
the invoice amount and is exclusive of value added taxation.
1.12 Cost of Sales
When inventories are sold, the carrying amount of those inventories is recognised as an expense in
the period in which the related revenue is recognised. The amount of any write-down of inventories
to net realisable value and all losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the
write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising
from an increase in net realisable value, is recognised as a reduction in the amount of inventories
recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.
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2.

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Year ended 31
Oct 2013

Year ended 31
Oct 2012

Year ended 31
Oct 2011

R’000

R’000

R’000

Continuing operations
Revenue
Cost of sales

29,837
(20,139)
───────

24,944
(15,251)
───────

25,712
(19,435)
───────

Gross profit

9,698

9,693

6,277

(14,525)
5
138
103
───────

(11,553)
47
1,319
───────

(13,399)
42
───────

(4,581)

(494)

(7,080)

(711)
───────

(540)
26
───────

(707)
7
───────

(5,292)

(1,008)

(7,780)

Income tax charges

───────

───────

───────

Profit for the period

(5,292)
═══════

(1,008)
═══════

(7,780)
═══════

Administrative expenses
Other income
Recoveries
Gains on disposal of assets

Profit from operations
Finance costs
Finance income

Profit before income tax
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3.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at
31 Oct 2013

As at
31 Oct 2012

As at
31 Oct 2011

Notes

R’000

R’000

R’000

Investments in joint ventures

6.8

1,425

31

-

Other financial assets

6.9

38

309

212

Property, plant and equipment

6.1

453
───────
1,916

700
───────
1,040

1,121
───────
1,333

Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Inventories
Loans receivable

6.2
6.3
6.4

6,981
1,005
5,771
───────
13,757
───────
15,673
═══════

2,697
94
5,761
───────
8,552
───────
9,592
═══════

2,636
371
3,174
3
───────
6,184
───────
7,517
═══════

308
(30,871)
───────

307
(25,579)
───────

(30,563)

(25,272)

6.6

38,308
973
──────
39,281

25,797
1,159
───────
26,956

22,884
1,472
───────
24,356

6.7

6,954
1
───────
6,955
───────
46,236
───────
15,673
═══════

7,908
───────
7,908
───────
34,864
───────
9,592
═══════

7,425
───────
7,425
───────
31,781
───────
7,517
═══════

Assets
Non-current assets

Total assets

Equity
Called up share capital
Retained earnings

6.5
4

Total equity
Liabilities
Non-Current liabilities
Shareholder loans
Other loans

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Bank overdraft

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities
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307
(24,571)
───────
(24,264)

4.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Share
Capital

Balance at 1
November 2010

R’000
10

Retained
earning

R’000
(16,791)

Share
premium

Unissued
share
capital

Reverse
acquisition
reserve

Other
reserves

R’000
296

R’000
-

R’000
-

R’000
-

R’000
(16,485)

Total

Issue of share
capital

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dividends

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Profit/(loss) for
the period

-

-

-

-

-

(7,780)

Reverse
acquisition

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

─────

─────

─────

─────

─────

─────

────

296

-

-

-

(24,265)

(7,780)

Balance at 31
October 2011

10

Issue of share
capital

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dividends

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Profit/(loss) for
the period

-

-

-

-

-

(1,008)

Reverse
acquisition

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Share option
adjustment

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(24,571)

(1,008)

─────
10

─────
(25,579)

─────
296

─────
-

─────
-

─────
-

────
(25,273)

Profit/(loss) for
the period

-

(5,292)

-

-

-

-

(5,292)

Change in policy

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Equity on
acquisition

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Balance at 31
October 2012

Balance at 31
October 2013

─────
11

─────
(30,871)

─────
296

─────
-

─────
-

─────
-

────
(30,564)

═════

═════

═════

═════

═════

═════

════
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5.

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW
Notes

Year ended 31
Oct 2013

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Interest paid
Interest received
Net cash generated from operating
activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of tangibles fixed assets
Proceeds from sale of equipment
Sale of financial assets
Net cash generated from investing
activities

Year ended 31
Oct 2012

Year ended 31
Oct 2011

R’000

R’000

R’000

(10,888)
(710)
───────
(11,598)

(1,872)
(540)
26
───────
(2,386)

(1,831)
(708)
7
───────
(2,532)

(148)
21
309
───────

(372)
7
(129)
───────

(45)
401
(147)
───────

(494)

209

182

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from rights issue
Proceeds from borrowings
Finance lease
Repayment of borrowings

1
12,325
───────
12,326

Net cash generated from financing
activities
(Decrease)/Increase in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at
beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of
period
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3
2,600
───────
2,603

(2)
(111)
2,493
───────
2,380

910

(277)

57

94

371

314

───────

───────

───────

1,004

94

371

═══════

═══════

═══════

6.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL INFORMATION

6.1 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Group

Cost
At 31 Oct 2010
Additions
Disposals
At 31 Oct 2011
Additions
Disposals
At 31 Oct 2012
Additions
Disposals
At 31 Oct 2013
Amortisation
At 31 Oct 2010
Amortisation for period
At 31 Oct 2011
Amortisation for period
At 31 Oct 2012
Amortisation for period
At 31 Oct 2013
Net book value
At 31 Oct 2011
At 31 Oct 2012
At 31 Oct 2013

Short
leasehold

Plant and
machinery

Fixtures
and
fittings

Computer
equipment

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

R’000

505
(16)
───────
489
───────
489
17
───────
506

4,756
35
(1,508)
───────
3,283
335
(37)
───────
3,581
100
(21)
───────
3,660

46
(2)
──────
─
44
──────
─
44

677
10
(20)
───────
667
36
(50)
───────
653
30
───────
683

5,984
45
(1,546)
───────
4,483
371
(87)
───────
4,767
149
(21)
───────
4,895

270
152
───────
422
66
───────
488
3
───────
491
───────

2,331
(14)
───────
2,317
651
───────
2,968
341
───────
3,309
───────

15
6
──────
─
21
7
──────
─
28

536
67
───────
603
(19)
───────
584
23
───────
607
───────

3,152
211
───────
3,363
705
───────
4,068
374
───────
4,442
───────

67
1
15
═══════

966
614
351
═══════

23
16
11
══════
═

64
69
76
═══════

1,120
700
453
═══════

48

2
──────
─
46

7
──────
─
35
──────
─

Totals

6.2 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
As at 31 Oct 2013

As at 31 Oct 2012

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000

R’000

R’000

6,141
731
109
───────
6,981
═══════

2,597
100
───────
2,697
═══════

2,493
143
───────
2,636
═══════

As at 31 Oct 2013

As at 31 Oct 2012

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000
974
19
12
───────
1,005
═══════

R’000
72
11
11
───────
94
═══════

R’000
361
10
───────
371
═══════

As at 31 Oct 2013

As at 31 Oct 2012

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000
2,420
291
3,219
(159)
───────
5,771
═══════

R’000
1,941
1,102
3,217
(500)
───────
5,760
═══════

R’000
3,174
───────
3,174
═══════

As at 31 Oct 2013

As at 31 Oct 2012

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000
11
297
───────
308
═══════

R’000
10
297
───────
307
═══════

R’000
10
297
───────
307
═══════

Current:
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Prepayment and accrued income

6.3 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Bank accounts
Petty cash
Short term deposits

6.4 INVENTORIES

Finished goods
Work in progress
Raw materials
Write downs

6.5 CALLED UP SHARE CAPITAL

Ordinary
Share premium

Unissued ordinary shares are under the control of the directors in terms of a resolution passed at the last annual
general meeting. This authority remains in force until the next annual general meeting.
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6.6 LOANS FROM SHAREHOLDERS
As at 31 Oct 2013

As at 31 Oct 2012

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000

R’000

R’000

8,038
30,269
─────
38,307
═════

137
25,659
─────
25,796
═════

22,884
─────
22,884
═════

As at 31 Oct 2013

As at 31 Oct 2012

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000

R’000

R’000

6,710
244
─────
6,954
═════

7,434
351
123
─────
7,908
═════

6,706
635
84
─────
7,425
═════

C.A. Forbes
Anglo African Agriculture plc
Corestar (PTY) Ltd

6.7 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Current:
Trade payables
Accruals and deferred income
VAT

6.8

INVESTMENT IN GROUP COMPANIES
As at 31 Oct 2013
R’000

49.9% holding in African Projects and
Ventures

6.9

As at 31 Oct 2012
R’000

As at 31 Oct 2011
R’000

1,425

31

-

─────
1,425
═════

─────
31
═════

─────
═════

OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS
As at 31 Oct 2013

African Projects and Ventures
R Feldman
A Rosenthal
Misty Rose Properties 11 CC
Elgaset (PTY) Ltd

R’000
38
─────
38
═════
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As at 31 Oct 2012

R’000
1
103
99
106
─────
309
═════

As at 31 Oct 2011

R’000
1
103
(154)
262
─────
212
═════

6.10

AUDITORS

The 31 October 2011, 2012 and 2013 accounts were audited by Calculus, Chartered Accountants (SA) &
Auditors, Ashton House, 51 Lebombo Street, Ashlea Gardens, South Africa
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PART IV
UNAUDITED PRO FORMA STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
FOR THE GROUP
Set out below is an unaudited pro forma statement of net assets based on the net assets of Anglo African AAA
and the net assets of Dynamic, (together the Group). This unaudited pro forma statement of net assets is
provided for illustrative purposes only to show the effect of the Admission and of AAA having exercised its
option to acquire the remaining 81 per cent. of Dynamic as if both took place on 31 October 2013.
Because of the nature of pro forma information, this information addresses a hypothetical situation and does not
therefore represent the actual financial position or results of the Group.
The statement of pro forma net assets set out below is based on the audited balance sheet of AAA as at 31
October 2013 (as extracted without material adjustment from AAA’s financial information in Part III Section A
of this Document and Dynamic as at 31 October 2013 (as extracted without material adjustment from
Dynamic’s financial information in Part III Section B of this Document), and other adjustments on the basis
described in the notes below. The Group will adopt AAA’s accounting policies.
Unaudited Pro Forma Statement of Net Assets as at 31 October 2013

Non-Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equipment
Investments in Joint Ventures
Other Financial Assets
Investments
Intangibles

Current Assets
Trade and Other Receivables
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Inventories

Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables

Non-Current Liabilities
Loans

Total Liabilities

Net Assets

AAA

Dynamic

Acquisition
of further
interest in
Dynamic

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

£,000

85
-85

25
79
2
106

213
213

-

-

(298)
314
16

25
79
2
79314
420

507
25
532

388
56
321
764

-

102
102

(215)
(215)

(500)
(500)

395
(32)
321
684

617

871

213

102

(215)

(484)

1,104

(6)
(6)

(386)
(386)

-

-

-

-

(392)
(392)

-

(2,182)
(2,182)

-

-

-

2,128
2,128

(54)
(54)

(6)

(2,569)

-

-

-

2,128

(446)

611

(1,698)

213

102

(215)

1,644

658
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Share
issue

Admission
Costs

Consolidation
Adjustments

Consolidated
Position
Enlarged
Group

Notes:
1. The financial information in respect of AAA as at 31 October 2013 has been extracted, without material
adjustment, from the financial information as, as set out in Part III, Section A to this Document.
2. The financial information in respect of Dynamic as at 31 October 2013 has been translated from South
African Rand to GBP at an exchange rate of 18:1 and extracted, without material adjustment, from the
financial information as, as set out in Part III, Section B to this Document.
3. The pro forma net asset statement has been prepared on the basis that the acquisition by AAA of the
remaining 81% interest in Dynamic for a consideration of 10 million Ordinary Shares at 2.125p per share,
took place on 31 October 2013. There will be approximately £214,500 of fees excluding VAT, incurred by
AAA in respect of the Admission.
4. The pro forma net asset statement has been prepared on the basis that, the subscription for 6,000,000
Ordinary Shares in the Company, on 20 December 2013, at a price of 1.7p each, took place on 31 October
2013.
5. The pro forma financial information does not constitute statutory accounts within the meaning of section 485
of CA 2006.
6. Apart from the above, no other adjustments have been made to reflect any trading, changes in working
capital or other movements since 31 October 2013 for either AAA or Dynamic.
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PART V
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1.

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENTS

1.1.

The Directors, whose names are set out on page 4 of this Document, and the Company, accept
responsibility for the information contained in this Document. To the best of the knowledge and belief
of the Directors and the Company (who have taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the case)
the information contained in this Document is in accordance with the facts and does not omit anything
likely to affect the import of such information. All the Directors accept individual and collective
responsibility for compliance with the ISDX Rules.

2.

THE GROUP

2.1.

The Company was incorporated and registered in England and Wales on 17 January 2012 under the
Act with company number 07913053 as a private limited company with the name “Latedusk Limited”.
A decision of the Directors dated 30 March 2012 resolved to change the name of the Company to
“Anglo African Agriculture Limited” and the Company’s name was changed by the Registrar of
Companies on 14 April 2012. Resolutions of the Company were passed, on 8 May 2012, to convert the
Company to a public limited company. Accordingly, the Company was re-registered as a public
limited company and the name of the company was changed to “Anglo African Agriculture plc” on 8
May 2012.

2.2.

The Company has its registered office and head office at Fourth Floor, New Liverpool House, 15-17
Eldon Street, London EC2M 7LD. The telephone number at the Company’s head office is 0203 005
5000. The Company’s website can be found at www.aaaplc.com

2.3.

The principal legislation under which the Company operates is the Act, and the regulations made
thereunder. The liability of the members of the Company is limited.

2.4.

The Company, as at Admission, has one subsidiary company, being Dynamic.

2.5.

The principal activity of the Company as at Admission is that of the holding company of a trading
company.

2.6.

Save for the Acquisition, since incorporation the Company has not acquired or disposed of any
companies or businesses and there are no other companies in which the Company has an interest.

3.

SHARE CAPITAL

3.1.

The following changes in the share capital have occurred between incorporation of the
Company and 18 June 2014 (being the latest practicable date prior to publication of this
Document):
3.1.1.

On 4 April 2012, the single ordinary share of £1 in issue in the capital of the Company was
divided into one thousand Ordinary Shares;

3.1.2.

In the period of 4 April 2012 to 20 April 2012, 9,999,000 Ordinary Shares were issued by the
Company and were allotted for cash at £0.001 per ordinary share to various investors, credited
as fully paid;

3.1.3.

On 4 May 2012, 45,226,600 Ordinary Shares were issued by the Company and were allotted
for cash at £0.01 per ordinary share to various investors, credited as fully paid;
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3.1.4.

On 4 April 2013, 9,750,000 warrants were exercised, resulting in the issue and allotment of
9,750,000 Ordinary Shares at a price of 1.5p each;

3.1.5.

On 4 April 2013, 3,538,105 ordinary shares were allotted to the Selling Shareholders at a price
of 2.4p each, to satisfy the consideration for the purchase of the 2,172 ordinary shares in the
capital of Dynamic (19% of the issued share capital of Dynamic) by the Company;

3.1.6.

On 12 August 2013, 1,500,000 warrants were exercised, resulting in the issue and allotment of
1,500,000 Ordinary Shares at a price of 1.5p each;

3.1.7.

On 20 December 2013, Neil Herbert subscribed for 6,000,000 Ordinary Shares in the
Company at a price of 1.7p each.

3.2.

Pursuant to an ordinary resolution of the Company passed at the annual general meeting on 28 April
2014, the directors were generally and unconditionally authorised to allot Ordinary Shares up to an
aggregate nominal amount of £88,000, in accordance with section 551 of the Act. This authority
shall expire at the conclusion of the next annual general meeting (or six months after the next
accounting reference date of the Company, if earlier), unless renewed, varied or revoked by the
Company in a general meeting.

3.3.

Pursuant to a special resolution of the Company passed at the annual general meeting on 28 April
2014, the directors were empowered (pursuant to section 570 and 571 of the Act) to allot equity
securities (within the meaning of section 560 of the Act) for cash pursuant to the authority referred to
in paragraph 2.6 above as if section 561(1) of the Act did not apply, provided this power is limited
(amongst other things) to the allotment of up to 88,000,000 ordinary shares issued for cash. This
authority shall expire at the conclusion of the next annual general meeting (or six months after the
next accounting reference date of the Company, if earlier), unless renewed, varied or revoked by the
Company in general meeting.

3.4.

The Directors intend to exercise the authorities described in paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 to issue 10,000,000
new Ordinary Shares to the Selling Shareholders as consideration for the Acquisition.

3.5.

Save for the allotments referred to in this Document, since incorporation no capital of the Company
has been allotted for cash or for a consideration other than cash and save as described above, the
Company has made no further allotments of Ordinary Shares since the date of incorporation.

3.6.

The Acquisition will result in the issue of 10,000,000 Ordinary Shares on Admission for non-cash
consideration. An additional 1,126,761 Ordinary Shares will be issued to VSA Capital as
consideration for their work as financial adviser and broker in connection with the proposed
Admission. The issued fully paid share capital of the Company at the date of this Document and
immediately following Admission is expected to be as follows:
Issued and fully paid

Number

As at date of this
Document

£76,014.71

76,014,705 Ordinary Shares

Following Admission

£87,141.47

87,141,466 Ordinary Shares

3.7.

Pursuant to the Act, with effect from 1 October 2009, the concept of authorised share capital was
abolished and, accordingly, there is no limit on the maximum amount of shares that may be allotted
by the Company.

3.8.

Save as disclosed in this Document, the Company does not have in issue any securities not
representing share capital.
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3.9.

No shares of the Company are currently in issue with a fixed date on which entitlement to a dividend
arises and there are no arrangements in force whereby future dividends are waived or agreed to be
waived.

3.10.

No commissions, discounts, brokerages or other special terms have been granted by the Company in
connection with the issue or sale of any share or loan capital of the Company since incorporation.

3.11.

Save as disclosed in this Document, on Admission no share or loan capital of the Company will be
under option or will be agreed conditionally or unconditionally to be put under option.

3.12.

The Ordinary Shares are in registered form. Following Admission, the Ordinary Shares may be held in
either certificated or uncertificated form.

3.13.

There are no listed or unlisted securities issued by the Company not representing share capital.

3.14.

The currency of the Ordinary Shares is Sterling.

3.15.

None of the Ordinary Shares has been sold or are available in whole or in part to the public in
conjunction with the application for Admission.

3.16.

Save as disclosed in this Document, there are no convertible securities, exchangeable securities or
securities with warrants.

4.

WARRANTS AND OPTIONS

4.1.

As at the date of this Document, there are 28,261,330 Warrants in issue each as follows:

Warrant holder

Ordinary Shares
under warrant

Price per share

Date of Issue

Exercise Period

VSA Capital

1,380,665

1p

16 July 2012

From date of issue
to
5 September 2022

Zeus Capital
Limited

1,380,665

1p

16 July 2012

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Andrew Monk

1,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Douglas
Chikohora

500,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Corestar

5,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Rulegale
Nominees Limited

1,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Roger Allard

5,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
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31 January 2015

4.2.

W B Nominees
Limited

1,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Christopher
Donovan James
Pearce

2,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

HSBC Global
Custody Nominee
(UK) Limited

3,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Robert Hardless

1,000,000

2.5p

4 April 2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2015

Neil Herbert

6,000,000

2.75p

20 December
2013

From date of issue
to
31 January 2017

As at the date of this Document, there are 5,517,138 Options in issue, each as follows:
Director

Number of Options

Exercise price per
share (p)

Option Period

Andrew Monk

1,839,046

1

From date of issue to 5
September 2022

Douglas Chikohora

1,839,046

1

From date of issue to 5
September 2022

Neil Herbert

1,839,046

1

From date of issue to 5
September 2022

4.3.

As at the date of this Document, there are no other share option schemes or incentive schemes in place
in respect of the Company or Dynamic.

5.

SIGNIFICANT SHAREHOLDERS

5.1.

Save as disclosed in paragraph 7.1 of this Part V, the following persons are expected (based on the
information available as at the date of this Document), following Admission, to hold directly or
indirectly 3 per cent. or more of Issued Share Capital and the Enlarged Share Capital:
As at the date of
this Document

On Admission

Warrants

Shareholder

Number of
Ordinary
Shares

%

Number of
Ordinary
Shares

%

Number of
1p
Warrants

Number of
2.5p
Warrants

Number of
2.75p
Warrants

VSA Capital
Group PLC1

9,000,000

11.8

10,126,761

11.6

1,380,665

-

-
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Zeus Capital
Limited

9,000,000

11.8

9,000,000

10.3

1,380,665

-

-

Huntress
(CI)
Nominees
Limited2

6,000,000

7.9

6,000,000

6.9

-

-

6,000,000

Rulegale
Nominees
Limited

5,500,000

7.2

5,500,000

6.3

-

1,000,000

-

Coc’Roach
Limited3

5,000,000

6.6

5,000,000

5.7

-

-

-

Pershing
Nominees
Limited

5,000,000

6.6

5,000,000

5.7

-

-

-

Roger Allard

5,000,000

6.6

5,000,000

5.7

-

5,000,000

-

WB
Nominees
Limited

3,500,000

4.6

3,500,000

4.0

-

1,000,000

-

Christopher
Donovan
James
Pearce

3,000,000

3.9

3,000,000

3.4

-

2,000,000

-

HSBC
Global
Custody
Nominee
(UK)
Limited

3,000,000

3.9

3,000,000

3.4

-

3,000,000

-

Carimar
International
Holdings
Limited

443,078

0.6

1,693,078

1.9

-

-

-

Corestar3

2,246,338

3.0

8,596,338

9.9

-

5,000,000

-

Douglas
Chikohora4

2,250,000

3.0

2,250,000

2.6

-

500,000

-

Craig
Forbes5

848,689

1.1

3,248,689

3.7

-

-

-

1

2

3

5,000,000 of these shares are held indirectly by VSA Capital (the wholly-owned subsidiary of VSA Capital
Group Plc). Andrew Monk is a director of AAA and interested in 14.7% of the issued share capital of VSA
Capital Group Plc.
Neil Herbert, who is a director of the Company, is the beneficial owner of these shares, which are held in his
SIPP.
Coc’roach Limited is owned by the Coc’roach Trust. The Coc’roach Trust is a partial discretionary trust pursuant
to the terms of which George Roach and his family may fall within the class of potential beneficiaries. Corestar
Holdings Ltd is a BVI company which is wholly-owned by the Corestar STAR Trust, a trust established for the
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4
5

furtherance of certain purposes which could include the provision of benefits to George Roach and his family,
at the discretion of the trustees of the trust.
Douglas Chikohora is a director of AAA and holds his shares through Hargreaves Landsdown (Nominees)
Limited.
Craig Forbes is a director of the Company and Dynamic, and interested in the 848,689 Ordinary Shares held at
the date of this Document through KJB GeoServices Limited (a BVI company of which Craig is a director).

5.2.

None of the holders of Ordinary Shares listed above has voting rights different from the other holders
of Ordinary Shares.

5.3.

Save as disclosed in this paragraph 5 and paragraph 7 of this Part V, neither the Company nor the
Directors are aware of any person or persons who either alone or, if connected, jointly following the
Acquisition and Admission will (directly or indirectly) exercise or could exercise control over the
Company.

5.4.

Insofar as is known to the Company, no arrangements are in place, the operation of which may at a
later date result in a change of control of the Company.

6.

MEMORANDUM AND ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION

6.1.

Memorandum of Incorporation
By virtue of section 31(1) of the Act, the Company’s objects are contained in the Articles and are
unrestricted.

6.2.

Articles of Incorporation
The following definitions apply for the purposes of the Articles.
“Act”: Companies Act 2006.
“Companies Acts”: every statute (including any orders, regulations or other subordinate legislation
made under it) from time to time in force concerning companies in so far as it applies to the Company.
The Articles contain, among others, provisions to the following effect:
6.2.1

Voting rights attaching to Ordinary Shares

Subject to the Companies Acts, to any special terms as to voting on which any shares may have been
issued or may for the time being be held and to any suspension or abrogation of voting rights under
these Articles, at any general meeting every member who is present in person or by proxy shall on a
show of hands have one vote and every member present in person or by proxy shall on a poll have one
vote for each Ordinary Share of which he is the holder.
6.2.2

Purchase, redemption and conversion of own shares

Subject to the provisions of the Act, the Company may purchase its own shares, including redeemable
shares, and may hold such shares as treasury shares or cancel them.
6.2.3

Dividends

Subject to the Act and the Articles, the Company may by ordinary resolution declare dividends to be
paid to members according to their respective rights and interests in the profits of the Company. No
dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the Board. Subject to the Act, the Board may
declare and pay such interim dividends as appears justified by the profits of the Company available for
distribution.
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6.2.4

Winding up

If the Company is wound up, the liquidator may, with the sanction of a special resolution and any other
sanction required by law, subject to the provisions of the Act, divide among the members the whole or
any part of the assets of the Company and may, for that purpose, value any assets and determine how
the division shall be carried out as between the members or different classes of members. The
liquidator may, with the like sanction, vest the whole or any part of the assets in trustees upon such
trusts for the benefit of the members as he may with the like sanction determine, but no member shall
be compelled to accept any assets upon which there is a liability.
6.2.5

Variation of rights

Subject to the Companies Acts, the rights attached to any class of shares can be varied or abrogated
either by consent in writing of the holders of at least three quarters in nominal value of the issued share
of that class (excluding any treasury shares) or with the authority of a special resolution passed at a
separate meeting of the holders of the relevant class of shares.
These requirements also apply to any variation or abrogation of rights of shares forming part of a class.
Each part of the class which is being treated differently is treated as a separate class in applying the
variation rights.
All the provisions in the Articles as to general meetings apply, with any necessary modifications, to
every class meeting except that the quorum at every such meeting shall not be less than two persons
holding or representing by proxy at least one-third of the nominal amount paid up on the issued shared
of the class (excluding any treasury shares).
6.2.6

Transfer of shares

Each member may transfer all or any of his shares in certificated form by instrument of transfer in
writing in any usual form or in a form approved by the Board. Such instrument shall be executed by or
on behalf of the transferor and (in the case of a transfer of a share which is not fully paid up) by or on
behalf of the transferee. All instruments of transfer, when registered, may be retained by the Company.
Each member may transfer all or any of his shares in uncertificated form by means of a relevant system
in such manner provided in the uncertificated securities rules.
The transferor of a share shall be deemed to remain the holder of the share concerned until the name of
the transferee is entered in the register of members in respect of it.
6.2.7

Issue of shares

If new shares are created or issued which rank equally with any other existing shares, the rights of the
existing shares will not be regarded as changed or abrogated unless the terms of the existing shares
expressly say otherwise.
Subject to the Companies Acts, the Articles and to any relevant authority of the Company in general
meeting required by the Act, the Board may offer, allot (with or without rights of renunciation), grant
options over or otherwise deal with or dispose of shares or grant rights to subscribe for or convert any
security into shares to such persons, at such times and upon such terms as the Board may decide. No
share may be issued at a discount.
Under and in accordance with section 551 of the Act, the Directors shall be generally and
unconditionally authorised to exercise for each prescribed period all the powers of the Company to
allot shares up to an aggregate nominal amount equal to the amount authorised in the resolution for the
relevant prescribed period.
Under and within the terms of the said authority or otherwise in accordance with section 570 of the
Act, the Directors shall be empowered during each prescribed period to allot equity securities (as
defined by the Act) wholly for cash in connection with a rights issue; and otherwise than in connection
with a rights issue up to an aggregate nominal amount equal to the amount authorised under the
relevant resolution.
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6.2.8

Untraced Shareholders

The Company shall be entitled to sell any share of a member, or any share to which a person is entitled
by transmission, at the best price reasonably obtainable if and provided that:
a)

for the preceding 12 years the Company has paid at least three cash dividends and no such
dividend has been claimed or cheque sent by the Company to the member at their last known
address has been cashed in respect of such dividend; and

b)

after expiry of the 12 years the Company has given notice of its intention to sell such share by
advertisements in two newspapers within 30 days of each other, of which one shall be a
national newspaper published in the UK and other shall be a newspaper circulating in the area
of the address on the register of members or other last known address of the member or the
person entitled by transmission to the share;

c)

the Company has not received any communication in respect of such share from the member
or person entitled by transmission for three months after such publications; and

d)

the Company has given notice to PLUS Stock Exchange Plc of it intention to make such sale if
shares of the class concerned are listed on PLUS.

6.2.9

General meetings

a)

Annual general meetings (AGM)
An AGM shall be held in each period of 12 months beginning with the day following the
Company's accounting reference date where and when the Board determines.

b)

General meetings
All meetings other than AGMs shall be called general meetings.

c)

Convening and notice of general meetings
The Board may convene a general meeting whenever it thinks fit and shall convene one on
requisition in accordance with the Companies Acts. Every notice is to specify the place, date
and time of the meeting, and include a statement that a member is entitled to appoint a proxy to
exercise all or any of his rights to attend, speak and vote and that a proxy need not be a
member of the Company. The notice shall also include the website address on which the
information required by the Act is published, state the procedures with which members must
comply in order to be able to attend and vote at the meeting (including the date by which they
must comply), provide details of any appointment of proxy forms and state that a member has
the right to ask questions at the meeting in accordance with the Act.
The notice shall specify the general nature of the business to be transacted at the meeting and if
any resolution is to be proposed as a special resolution.
In the case of an AGM, the notice shall also specify the meeting as such and where notice of
such AGM is given more than 6 weeks before the date of the meeting, the notice must include:
a statement of the right under section 338 of the Act to require the Company to give notice of a
resolution to be moved at the meeting; and a statement of the right under section 338A of the
Act to require the Company to include a matter in the business to be dealt with at the meeting.

d)

Quorum
No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum is present. If a quorum
is not present a chairman of the meeting can still be chosen and this will not be treated as part
of the business of the meeting. Two persons entitled to attend and to vote on the business to be
transacted, each being a member or a proxy for a member or a duly authorised representative
of a corporation which is a member, shall be a quorum.
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e)

Chairman
The Chairman of the Board shall preside at every general meeting of the Company. If there is no
Chairman or he is not present within fifteen minutes or is unwilling to act as Chairman, the
Deputy Chairman (if any) of the Board shall preside at such meeting. If no Chairman or Deputy
Chairman is present and willing to act, the Directors present shall choose one of their number to
act or, if there is a sole Director present, he shall be Chairman if willing to act. If there is no
Director present and willing to act, the members present and entitled to vote shall choose one of
their number to be Chairman of the meeting. Nothing in these Articles shall restrict or exclude
any of the powers or rights of a chairman of a meeting which are given by law.

f)

Chairman’s casting vote
In the case of an equality of votes, whether on a show of hands or on a poll, the Chairman shall
be entitled to a casting vote in addition to any other vote he may have.

g)

Adjournment and proceedings after adjournment
The Chairman may, with the consent of a quorate meeting and if so directed by the meeting,
adjourn any meeting from time to time (or indefinitely) as the meeting shall determine.
However, without prejudice to any other power which he may have under the Articles or at
common law, the Chairman may, without the need for the consent of the meeting, interrupt or
adjourn any meeting from time to time and from place to place or for an indefinite period if he is
of the opinion that it has become necessary to do so in order to secure the proper and orderly
conduct of the meeting or to give all persons entitled to do so a reasonable opportunity of
attending, speaking and voting at the meeting or to ensure that the business of the meeting is
properly disposed of.
If the meeting is adjourned indefinitely or for more than three months, notice of the adjourned
meeting shall be given in the same manner as in the case of the original meeting. There is no
need to give notice of the adjourned meeting or of the business to be considered there except as
provided in the Articles.
No business shall be transacted at any adjourned meeting other than the business which might
properly have been transacted at the meeting from which the adjournment took place.

h)

Method of voting and demand for poll
At any general meeting a resolution put to a vote of the meeting shall be decided on a show of
hands, unless (before or on the declaration of the result of the show of hands) a poll is duly
demanded.
Subject to the Companies Acts, a poll may be demanded by: the Chairman; or at least five
members present in person (or by proxy) entitled to vote at the meeting; or a member or
members present in person (or by proxy) representing at least one-tenth of the total voting rights
of all the members having the right to vote at the meeting; or a member or members present in
person (or by proxy) holding shares conferring a right to vote at the meeting, being shares on
which an aggregate sum has been paid up equal to at least one-tenth of the total sum paid up on
all the shares conferring that right.
The Chairman may also demand a poll before a resolution is put to the vote on a show of hands.
At general meetings, resolutions shall be put to the vote by the Chairman and there is no
requirement for the resolution to be proposed or seconded by any person.
Unless a poll is duly demanded and the demand is not withdrawn, a declaration by the
Chairman of the meeting that a resolution has on a show of hands been carried, or carried
unanimously or by a particular majority, or lost, or not carried by a particular majority, and an
entry to that effect in the book containing the minutes of proceedings of the Company, shall be
conclusive evidence of the fact, without proof of the number or proportion of the votes recorded
in favour of or against such resolution.
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i)

Representation of corporations
A corporation (whether or not a company within the meaning of the Act) which is a member
may, by resolution of its directors or other governing body, authorise such person as it thinks fit
to act as its representative (or, as the case may be, representatives) at any meeting of the
Company or at any separate meeting of the holders of any class of shares.
Any person so authorised shall be entitled to exercise the same powers on behalf of the
corporation (in respect of that part of the corporation's holdings to which the authority relates)
as the corporation could exercise if it were an individual member.
The corporation shall for the purposes of these Articles be deemed to be present in person and at
any such meeting if a person so authorised is present at it, and all references to attendance and
voting in person shall be construed accordingly.
A Director, the Company Secretary or some person authorised for the purpose by the Company
Secretary may require the representative to produce a certified copy of the resolution so
authorising him or such other evidence of his authority reasonably satisfactory to them before
permitting him to exercise his powers.

j)

Proxies
Any person (whether a member of the Company or not) may be appointed to act as a proxy.
Deposit of an instrument of proxy shall not preclude a member from attending and voting in
person at the meeting in respect of which the proxy is appointed (or at any adjournment of that
meeting).

k)

Form of proxy
An instrument appointing a proxy shall:
be in writing, signed by the appointer or his attorney duly authorised in writing or, if the
appointer is a corporation, executed under its common seal or signed by some officer or
attorney or other person duly authorised in that behalf;
be deemed (subject to any contrary direction contained in the same) to confer authority to
demand (or join in demanding) a poll and to vote on any resolution (or amendment of a
resolution) put to the meeting for which it is given, as the proxy thinks fit;
unless the contrary is stated in it, be as valid for any adjournment of the meeting as for the
meeting to which it relates; and
where it is stated to apply to more than one meeting, be valid for all such meetings as well as
for any adjournment of such meetings.
Without limiting the Articles, the Board may in relation to uncertificated shares approve the
appointment of or amendments to or revocations of a proxy by means of an electronic
communication in the form of an uncertificated proxy instruction.

l)

Deposit of proxy
The instrument appointing a proxy and the power of attorney under which it is signed shall, if a
hard copy, be deposited at the registered office or at other specified place within the UK as set
out in the notice of the meeting or instrument of proxy, to be received not less than 48 hours
before the time appointed for the meeting.
An instrument appointing a proxy and power of attorney made by electronic means shall be
deposited at the address given for receiving electronic communications as set out in the notice
of the meeting or instrument of proxy to be received not less than 48 hours before the time
appointed for the meeting.
In the case of a poll taken more than 48 hours after it is demanded, the instrument of proxy
shall be deposited or received as set out in the Articles after the poll has been demanded and
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not less than 24 hours (or such shorter time as the Board may determine) before the time
appointed for the taking of the poll; or in the case of a poll not taken immediately but taken
within 48 hours after it was demanded, be delivered at the meeting at which the poll was
demanded to the Chairman of the meeting or to any Director.
An instrument of proxy not deposited or delivered or received in a manner so permitted shall
be invalid.
m)

Notice of revocation of proxy
Unless notice in writing of any of the events hereafter mentioned has been received by the
Company at the registered office or other place as appointed no later than the last time at which
an appointment of a proxy should have been received in order for it to be valid for use, a vote
given or poll demanded by a proxy shall be valid in the event of the death or mental disorder of
the principal or the revocation of the instrument of proxy or the authority under which the
instrument of proxy was executed, or the transfer of the share for which the instrument of
proxy is given.

6.2.10

Directors

a)

Number
Unless otherwise determined by the Company by ordinary resolution, the number of Directors
(other than any alternate Directors) shall be at least two and not more than ten.

b)

Directors’ remuneration
Each of the Directors may be paid a fee at such rate as may from time to time be determined by
the Board. However, the aggregate of all fees payable to the non-executive Directors (other
than amounts payable under any other provision of the Articles) must not exceed £100,000 a
year or such higher amount as may from time to time be decided by ordinary resolution of the
Company.
The above mentioned fees are distinct from any salary, remuneration or other amounts payable
to a Director under any other provisions of the Articles and shall accrue from day to day.
If by arrangement with the Board any Director shall perform or render any special duties or
services outside his ordinary duties as a Director and not in his capacity as a holder of
employment or executive office, he may be paid such reasonable additional remuneration
(whether by way of salary, commission, participation in profits or otherwise) as the Board may
determine.
Executive Directors
The salary or remuneration of any Director appointed to hold any employment or executive
office under the Articles may be either a fixed sum of money, or may be governed by business
done or profits made or otherwise determined by the Board, and may be in addition to or in lieu
of any fee payable to him for his services as Director under the Articles.

c)

Appointment, retirement, removal and vacation of office by directors
Appointment
Subject to the Articles and the Companies Acts, the Company may by ordinary resolution
appoint a Director, either to fill a vacancy or as an addition to the existing Board.
Subject to the Articles, the Board shall have power at any time to appoint any person who is
willing to act as a Director, either to fill a vacancy or as an addition to the existing Board.
No person, other than a retiring Director (by rotation or otherwise), shall be appointed or reappointed a Director at any general meeting unless he is recommended by the Board; or at least
seven but not more than 42 clear days before the meeting has received notice from a member
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that the member intends to propose a resolution for appointment or re-appointment of the
Director.
Retirement
If appointed by the Board, a Director shall retire at the next AGM of the Company following
such appointment and shall be eligible for re-appointment, but is not taken into account when
deciding which and how many Directors should retire by rotation at such meeting.
Each Director shall retire from office at the third AGM after the AGM or general meeting at
which he was previously appointed.
Any Director who has held office with the Company, other than employment or executive
office, and who, at the date of the AGM, has held such office for nine years or more, shall be
subject to re-appointment at each AGM.
Position of retiring director
A Director who retires at an AGM (whether by rotation or otherwise) may, if willing, be reappointed. If he is not re-appointed or deemed re-appointed, he shall retain office until the
meeting appoints someone in his place or, if it does not do so, until the end of the meeting.
If at the AGM any resolution for the appointment or re-appointment of the eligible persons are
put to the meeting and lost and at the end of that meeting the number of Directors is fewer than
the required minimum number of Directors, all retiring Directors who stood for re-appointment
(Retiring Directors) shall be deemed to have been re-appointed as Directors and shall remain in
office but the Retiring Directors may only act for the purpose of convening general meetings
and perform such duties as are essential to maintain the Company as a going concern, and not
for any other purpose. The Retiring Directors shall convene a general meeting as soon as
reasonably practicable and they shall retire from office at that meeting. If at the end of any
meeting so convened the number of Directors is fewer than any minimum number of Directors
required, the same provisions shall also apply to that meeting.
Removal
In addition to any power of removal conferred by the Companies Acts, the Company may by
ordinary resolution (of which special notice has been given in accordance with section 312 of the
Act) remove any Director before the expiration of his period of office, but without prejudice to
any claim for damages which he may have for breach of any contract of service between him and
the Company. Subject to the Articles, the Company may by ordinary resolution appoint another
person who is willing to act to be a Director in his place. Any person so appointed shall be
treated as if he had become a Director on the day on which the person in whose place he is
appointed was last appointed or re-appointed a Director.
Vacation of office
Without prejudice to the provisions for retirement (by rotation or otherwise) in the Articles, the
office of a Director shall be vacated if he resigns or offers to resign by notice in writing and the
Board resolves to accept any offer; or he is requested to resign by all of the other Directors by
notice in writing; or he ceases to be a Director by virtue of any provision of the Companies Acts,
is removed from office pursuant to the Articles or the Act or becomes prohibited by law from
being a Director; or he becomes bankrupt or makes an arrangement or composition with his
creditors generally; or a registered medical practitioner gives a written opinion stating he has
become physically or mentally incapable of acting as a director and may remain so for more than
three months or he is or has been suffering from mental or physical ill health and the Board
resolves that his office be vacated; or he is absent (whether or not his alternate Director attends),
without the permission of the Board, from Board meetings for six consecutive months and the
Board resolves that his office be vacated.
If the office of a Director is vacated for any reason, he shall cease to be a member of any
committee or sub-committee of the Board.
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d)

Directors’ pensions and benefits
The Board may exercise all the powers of the Company to provide pensions or other retirement
or superannuation benefits and to provide death or disability benefits or other allowances or
gratuities for any person who is or has at any time been a Director or employee of the Company
or any company which is a holding company or a subsidiary undertaking, and for any member of
his family (including a spouse or former spouse) and of his dependants.
The Board may establish, maintain, subscribe and contribute to any scheme, institution,
association, club, trust or fund and pay premiums and, subject to the Companies Acts, lend
money or make payments to, guarantee or give an indemnity in respect of, or give any financial
or other assistance in connection with any of the matters set out above. Any Director or former
Director shall be entitled to receive and retain for his own benefit any pension or other benefit
provided under the relevant Article and shall not have to account for it to the Company. The
receipt of any such benefit will not disqualify any person from being or becoming a Director of
the Company.

e)

Directors’ expenses
Each Director may also be paid his reasonable travelling, hotel and other expenses properly
incurred by him in or about the performance of his duties as Director, including any expenses
incurred in attending meetings of the Board or any committee of the Board or general meetings
or any class meetings.

f)

Directors’ interests
Subject to the Companies Acts and provided he has declared the nature and extent of his interest
as required, a Director who is in any way directly or indirectly interested in an existing or
proposed transaction or arrangement with the Company may: be a party to any transaction or
arrangement with the Company or in which the Company is directly or indirectly interested; act
by himself or through his firm in a professional capacity for the Company (other than as auditor)
and entitled to remuneration for professional services as if he were not a Director; be or become a
director or other officer of, employed by or a party to a transaction or arrangement with anybody
corporate in which the Company is directly or indirectly interested; and hold any office or place
of profit with the Company (except as auditor) in conjunction with his office of Director for such
period and upon such terms, including as to remuneration as the Board may decide.
A Director shall not, save as he may otherwise agree, be accountable to the Company for any
benefit which he derives from any such contract, transaction or arrangement or from any such
office or employment or from any interest in any such body corporate and no such contract,
transaction or arrangement shall be liable to be avoided on the grounds of any such interest or
benefit nor shall the receipt of any such remuneration or other benefit constitute a breach of his
duty under section 176 of the Act.
Permitted interests and voting
A Director cannot vote or be counted in the quorum on any resolution which may give rise to a
conflict of interest or deals with the terms of his own appointment to an office or place of profit
with the Company or any other company in which the Company has an interest, but can vote on
permitted interests, as set out in the Articles.
Where the Directors are considering proposals about the appointment or terms or termination of
appointment of two or more Directors to other offices or places of profit with the Company or
any company in which the Company has an interest, a separate resolution may be put in relation
to each Director and in that case each of the Directors concerned shall be entitled to vote and be
counted in the quorum in respect of each resolution unless it concerns his own appointment or
termination or the settlement or variation of the terms of his own appointment or of another
director to an office or place of profit with a company in which the Company has an interest and
the Director seeking to vote or be counted in the quorum has a Relevant Interest in it.
A company shall be deemed to be one in which the Director has a “Relevant Interest” only if and
so long as he is to his knowledge (either directly or indirectly) the holder of or beneficially
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interested in one per cent or more of any class of the equity share capital of a company or of the
voting rights available to members of that company.
If a question arises at a Board meeting about whether a Director (other than the Chairman of the
meeting) has an interest likely to give rise to a conflict, or whether he can vote or be counted in
the quorum, and the Director does not agree to abstain from voting on the issue or not to be
counted in the quorum, the question must be referred to the Chairman of the meeting. The
Chairman's ruling about the relevant Director is final and conclusive, unless the nature and
extent of the Director's interests have not been fairly disclosed to the Directors. If the question
arises about the Chairman of the meeting, the question must be directed to the Directors. The
Chairman cannot vote on the question but can be counted in the quorum. The Directors'
resolution about the Chairman is final and conclusive, unless the nature and extent of the
Chairman's interests have not been fairly disclosed to the Directors.
Directors' conflicts of interest
The Board may authorise any matter or situation proposed to them by any Director which would,
if not authorised, involve a Director (an Interested Director) breaching his duty under the Act to
avoid conflicts of interest (Conflict).
A Director seeking authorisation in respect of a Conflict shall declare to the Board the nature and
extent of his interest in a Conflict as soon as is reasonably practicable. The Director shall provide
the Board with such details of the matter as are necessary for the Board to decide how to address
the Conflict together with such additional information as may be requested by the Board.
Any such authorisation will be effective only if: to the extent permitted by the Act, the matter in
question is proposed for consideration in the same way that any other matter may be proposed to
the Directors under the Articles; any requirement as to the quorum for consideration of the matter
is met without counting the Interested Director; and the matter is agreed to without the Interested
Director voting or would be if his and any other interested Director's vote is not counted.
Any authorisation of a Conflict under this Article must be recorded in writing and may extend to
any actual or potential conflict of interest. The Directors may impose any terms and conditions on
any authorisation given in relation to the Conflict and the Interested Director must comply with
those terms and conditions. The Directors may revoke or vary such authorisation at any time, but
this will not affect anything done by the Interested Director in accordance with such authorisation
prior to such revocation or variation.
A Director is not required, by reason of being a Director, to account to the Company for any
remuneration, profit or other benefit which he derives from or in connection with a relationship
involving a Conflict which has been authorised by the directors or by the Company in general
meeting and no contract shall be liable to be avoided on such grounds.
g)

Borrowing powers
Subject to these Articles and the Companies Acts, the Board may exercise all the powers of the
Company to borrow money; indemnify and guarantee; mortgage or charge all or any part of the
undertaking, property and assets (present and future) and uncalled capital of the Company; create
and issue debentures and other securities; and give security either outright or as collateral security
for any debt, liability or obligation of the Company or of any third party.
The Board shall restrict the borrowings of the Company and exercise all voting and other rights
or powers of control exercisable by the Company in relation to its subsidiary undertakings so as
to secure that the aggregate of the amounts borrowed by the Group and remaining outstanding at
any time shall not without the previous sanction of an ordinary resolution of the Company exceed
an amount equal to two times the Adjusted Capital and Reserves.
“Adjusted Capital and Reserves” means a sum equal to the aggregate of the amount paid up on
the issued or allotted share capital of the Company and the amount standing to the credit of the
reserves of the Company and its subsidiary undertakings included in the consolidation in the
relevant balance sheet but after making appropriate adjustments.
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h)

Indemnity of Directors and officers
Subject to the Articles but without prejudice to any indemnity to which a relevant officer is
otherwise entitled, each relevant officer shall be indemnified out of the Company's assets against
all relevant loss and in relation to the Company's activities as trustee of an occupational pension
scheme, including any liability incurred by him in defending any civil or criminal proceedings, in
which judgment is given in his favour or in which he is acquitted or the proceedings are
otherwise disposed of without any finding or admission of any material breach of duty on his part
or in connection with any application in which the court grants him, in his capacity as a relevant
officer, relief from liability for negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust in relation to
the Company's affairs; and the Company may provide any relevant officer with funds to meet
expenditure incurred or to be incurred by him in connection with any proceedings and otherwise
may take any action to enable any such relevant officer to avoid incurring such expenditure.
The Directors may decide to purchase and maintain insurance, at the expense of the Company,
for the benefit of any relevant officer in respect of any relevant loss.

i)

Board meetings (Notice of board meetings; Quorum; Voting; Telephone meetings; Resolutions
in writing)
The Board can decide when and where to have meetings and how they will be conducted. They
may also adjourn meetings. A Board meeting can be called by any Director. The Secretary must
call a Board meeting if asked to do so by a Director.
Notice of board meetings
Notice of a Board meeting may be given to a Director either personally, by word of mouth, in
writing or by electronic means at his last known address or any other address given to the
Company for that purpose.
It is not necessary to give notice of a Board meeting to a Director absent from the UK unless he
has asked in writing that such notices are given to him at any address in the UK notified to the
Company for that purpose, but he will not be entitled to a longer period of notice.
Quorum
The quorum necessary for the transaction of business may be determined by the Board and until
otherwise determined is two Directors or alternate Directors. A duly convened meeting of the
Board at which a quorum is present shall be competent to exercise all or any of the authorities,
powers, and discretions for the time being vested in or exercisable by the Board. A sole
continuing Director may act notwithstanding any vacancy in their number only for the purpose of
filling vacancies or of calling a general meeting.
Voting
Questions arising at any Board meeting shall be determined by a majority of votes. In the case of
an equality of votes, the Chairman of the meeting has a second or casting vote.
Participation by telephone or other form of communication
Any Director or alternate may participate in a Board or committee meeting by conference
telephone or any other form of communications equipment, provided all persons participating are
able to hear and speak to each other during the meeting. Any Director or alternate participating
by telephone or other communication shall be deemed present in person, counted in a quorum
and entitled to vote. A resolution passed at any meeting held in the above manner, signed by the
Chairman of the meeting, shall be as valid and effectual as if it had been passed at a meeting of
the Board (or committee) duly convened and held.
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Resolution in writing
A resolution in writing signed or confirmed electronically by all the Directors entitled to receive
notice of a Board meeting and vote on the resolution and not being less than a quorum (or by all
members of a committee entitled to receive notice and vote on the resolution and not being less
than a quorum of that committee), shall be as valid and effective for all purposes as a resolution
duly passed at a meeting of the Board (or committee). Such resolution may consist of several
documents or electronic communications in the same form each signed or authenticated by one or
more of the Directors or relevant committee members.
j)

Delegation to individual Directors and Committees and power to appoint alternates
Delegation to individual Directors and Committees
The Board may delegate any of its powers, authorities and discretions for such time on such terms
and subject to such conditions as it thinks fit to any committee consisting of one or more Directors
or other persons provided that a majority of the committee members are Directors and no
committee resolution shall be effective unless a majority of those present when passed are
Directors or alternate Directors. The Board may confer all or any of the powers of the Board in
that respect and may revoke, withdraw, alter or vary any such powers and discharge any such
committee in whole or in part.
Appointment of Alternate Directors
Each Director may appoint any person (including another Director) to be his alternate and at his
discretion remove an alternate Director, by written notice delivered to the registered office. The
appointment requires the approval of the Board unless previously approved or the appointee is
another Director.

6.3.

Share Offers
The Company is subject to the provisions of the City Code, including the rules regarding mandatory
takeover offers set out in the City Code. Under Rule 9 of the City Code, when (i) a person acquires
shares which, when taken together with shares already held by him or persons acting in concert with
him (as defined in the City Code), carry 30 per cent. or more of the voting rights of a company subject
to the City Code or (ii) any person who, together with persons acting in concert with him, holds not less
than 30 per cent. but not more than 50 per cent. of the voting rights of a company subject to the City
Code, and such person, or any person acting in concert with him, acquires additional shares which
increases his percentage of the voting rights in the company, then, in either case, that person, together
with the persons acting in concert with him, is normally required to make a general offer in cash, at the
highest price paid by him or any person acting in concert with him for shares in the company within the
preceding 12 months, for all of the remaining equity share capital of the company.
Since the date of incorporation of the Company, there has been no takeover offer (within the meaning
of Part 28 of the Act) for any Ordinary Shares.

6.4.

Compulsory Purchase
The Ordinary Shares will also be subject to the compulsory acquisition procedures set out in sections
979 to 991 of the Act. Under section 979 of the Act, where an offeror makes a takeover offer and has,
by virtue of acceptances of the offer, acquired or unconditionally contracted to acquire not less than 90
per cent. of the shares to which the offer relates and, in a case where the shares to which the offer
relates are voting shares, not less than 90 per cent. of the voting rights carried by those shares, that
offeror is entitled to compulsorily acquire the shares of any holder who has not acquired the offer on
the terms of the offer.
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7.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS

7.1.

The interests of the Directors in the issued ordinary share capital of the Company (excluding the
options referred to in paragraph 7.2 and 7.3 of this Part V), and the interests of each Director’s family
(which shall bear the meaning given to it as set out in the ISDX Rules) required to be notified to the
Company pursuant to Appendix 3 Part 2 of the ISDX Rules and the existence of which is known or
could, with reasonable diligence, be ascertained by a Director are, and following Admission will be, as
follows:
At the date of this Document
Director

Andrew Monk1

Number
of
Ordinary Shares
held

Current
percentage
holding

On Admission
Number
of
Ordinary Shares
held

Percentage
of
Issued
Share
Capital

2,000,000

2.6%

2,000,000

2.3%

848,689

1.1%

3,247,400

3.7%

Douglas
Chikohora3

2,250,000

3.0%

2,250,000

2.6%

Neil Herbert (held
in his SIPP)4

6,000,000

7.9%

6,000,000

6.8%

Craig Forbes2

1

2
3

4

Andrew Monk is a director, and owner of 14.7% of the issued share capital of VSA Capital Group Plc. VSA
Capital Group Plc holds 11.6% of the Company.
Craig Forbes holds his shares through KJB GeoServices Limited (a BVI company of which Craig is a director).
Douglas Chikohora holds his shares through Hargreaves Landsdown (Nominees) Limited.
Neil Herbert is the beneficial owner of these shares, which are held in his SIPP.

7.2.

None of the Directors has been granted warrants over Ordinary Shares, save as set out at paragraph 4.1
of this Part V above.

7.3.

None of the Directors have been granted options over new Ordinary Shares, save as set out at
paragraph 4.2 of this Part V above.

7.4.

Andrew Monk is the Chief Executive Officer of VSA Capital, who are financial adviser and broker to
the Company. Andrew is also a Director. When matters concerning VSA Capital come before the
Board, Andrew Monk declares his interest and does not participate in any discussion relating to those
matters. Save for this, there are no conflicts of interest between any duties of the Directors to the
Company and their private interests and/or any other duties they may have.

7.5.

There are no outstanding loans, granted by any member of the Company or Dynamic to the Directors,
or any guarantees by any member of the Company or Dynamic for the benefit of the Directors.
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7.6.

Save as set out in this Document, no Director has or has had any interest in any transaction which is or
was unusual in its nature or conditions or which is or was significant in respect of the business of the
Company and which was effected by any member of Company during the current or immediately
preceding financial year, or which was effected during any earlier financial year and remains
outstanding or unperformed.

7.7.

Save as set out in this Document, there are no arrangements or understandings between the Directors
and any major shareholder, customer or supplier of the Company pursuant to which any Director was
selected or will be selected as a member of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies or
member of senior management of the company.

7.8.

Save as set out below at paragraph 10.1.11 of this Part V, there are no restrictions on any Director on
the disposal within a period of time of their holding of Ordinary Shares.

7.9.

None of the Directors nor any member of their respective families (as defined in the ISDX Rules) has a
related financial product (as defined in Appendix 3 Part 2 of the ISDX Rules) referenced to the
Ordinary Shares.

8.

DIRECTORS’ TERMS OF APPOINTMENT

8.1.

Pursuant to the terms of a letter of appointment with the Company dated 5 September 2012, Andrew
Monk has agreed to serve as a non-executive director and chairman for no annual fee. The letter of
appointment states that no annual fee is payable until 5 September 2013, after which he will be paid a
gross annual fee to be agreed between him and the Board. Andrew and the Board have agreed that no
remuneration has been, or will be, payable from 5 September 2013 until the date of Admission and that
subsequently Andrew will continue as a director for 12 months from Admission with no remuneration.
Andrew’s appointment is terminable by either party giving to the other not less than one month’s notice
in writing, but terminate automatically if, amongst other reasons, Andrew resigns in circumstances
where the conduct of the Board as a whole is unsatisfactory or he is removed from office by a
resolution of the Shareholders or is not re-elected to office. No benefits are payable by the Company
on termination of this engagement.

8.2.

Pursuant to the terms of a letter of appointment with the Company dated 5 September 2012, Douglas
Chikohora has agreed to serve as a non-executive director. The letter of appointment states that no
annual fee is payable until 31 March 2013, after which he will be paid a gross annual fee to be agreed
between him and the Board. Douglas and the Board have agreed that no remuneration has been, or will
be, payable from 31 March 2013 until the date of Admission and that subsequently Douglas will
continue as a director for 12 months from Admission with no remuneration. Douglas’s appointment is
terminable by either party giving to the other not less than one month’s notice in writing, but terminate
automatically if, amongst other reasons, Douglas resigns in circumstances where the conduct of the
Board as a whole is unsatisfactory or he is removed from office by a resolution of the Shareholders or
is not re-elected to office. No benefits are payable by the Company on termination of this engagement.

8.3.

Pursuant to the terms of a letter of appointment with the Company dated 18 June 2014, Neil Herbert
has agreed to serve as a non-executive director, commencing on 25 February 2014. The letter of
appointment states that no annual fee is payable until 25 February 2015, after which he will be paid a
gross annual fee to be agreed between him and the Board. Neil’s appointment is terminable by either
party giving to the other not less than one month’s notice in writing, but terminate automatically if,
amongst other reasons, Neil resigns in circumstances where the conduct of the Board as a whole is
unsatisfactory or he is removed from office by a resolution of the Shareholders or is not re-elected to
office. No benefits are payable by the Company on termination of this engagement.

8.4.

Pursuant to an employment contract entered into with the Company dated 19 June 2014, Craig Forbes
has agreed to serve as an executive director, and shall serve the Company as Chief Executive Officer.
The employment contract states that no salary will be paid for 12 months from the date of the
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employment contract, after which Craig may be paid a salary as agreed between Craig and the
Company. Craig’s employment is terminable by either party giving to the other no less than three
months’ notice in writing. The Company may also terminate the contract with immediate effect
without notice in certain circumstances. No benefits are payable by the Company on termination of
this contract.
8.5.

Save as disclosed in this Document, there are no service agreements or agreements for the provision of
services, existing or proposed, between any of the Directors and the Company.

8.6.

In respect of the period covered by the financial information set out in Part III, no remuneration,
including pension contributions and benefits in kind, was paid or granted to the Directors.

8.7.

On the basis of the arrangements in force at the date of this Document, it is estimated that there will no
remuneration payable (including pension contributions and benefits in kind granted to the Directors)
for the 12 months ending 31 October 2014 (being the current financial period of the Company).

9.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE DIRECTORS

9.1.

Details of any directorship that is or was in the last five years held by each of the Directors, and any
partnership of which each of the Directors is or was in the last five years a member in addition to their
directorships of the Company are set out below:
Director

Current directorships/partnerships

Previous directorships/partnerships

Andrew Monk

VSA Capital Group PLC
VSA Capital Limited
Third Quad Securities Limited

Astaire Group Limited
Corporate Synergy Holdings Limited
Northland Capital Partners Limited
Rowan Dartington & Co. Limited
Radicle Projects PLC
Sprint 1164 Limited
Astaire & Partners Limited
Stockmarket Investments Limited

Craig Forbes

Dynamic(F)
CAF Trading Limited(G)
African Projects & Ventures (Pty)
Ltd(F)
KJB GeoServices Limited(A)

Forbes International Traders (Pty) Ltd(F)
Elgaset(F)

Douglas Chikohora

Cluff Africa Associates UK Limited
The Business Council for Africa West
and Southern
Cluff Africa Coal Limited
Cluff Africa Zambia Base Metals
Limited
Cluff Africa Cameroon Base Metals
Limited
Cluff Africa Cameroon Limestone
Limited
Cmg Media-Grp
Limited

Neil Herbert

Agroamerica Limited
Bera Advisers Limited
Eshmond Films Limited
Kemin Resources plc
(A)
Premier African Minerals Limited

Amara Mining (Burkina) Limited
(previously Cluff Mining (West Africa)
Limited)
Amara Mining Plc (previously Cluff
Gold plc)
Amara Mining (Cote D’Ivore) Limited
(previously Cluff Gold (West Africa)
Limited)
Amara
Mining
(Mali)
Limited
(previously Cluff Gold (Mali) Limited)
Cluff Oil Africa Limited
Savannah Resources Plc (previously
African Mining & Exploration plc)
Andina Gold Corp(A)
ENK plc
Exmin Consulting Limited
Ferrum Resources Ltd (A)
GCM Resources plc
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Scion Resources Limited
UrAmerica Limited
(B)
Siderian Resource Capital Limited

GZ Laboratories Holdings Limited
Haro Mercantile Inc(A)
Ironstone Resources Ltd(C)
MinFer Holdings Ltd(A)
MUC Resources Ltd(A)
Nimini Holdings Ltd(A)
Polo Arrieros Ltd(A)
Polo Australasia Ltd(A)
Polo Bangladesh Ltd(A)
Polo Coal Ltd(A)
Polo Copper Corporation Ltd(A)
Polo Cuprita Ltd(A)
Polo Direction Ltd(A)
Polo IndoCoal Holdings Ltd(A)
Polo IndoGold Holdings Ltd (A)
Polo Iron Ltd(A)
Polo NV(D)
Polo Resources Ltd (A)
Polo Resources Cooperatief U.A. (D)
Signet Petroleum Ltd(A)
Sunrise Resources plc
Vatukoula Gold Mines plc
Vitorian Properties Ltd (A)
World Coal Works Corporation (A)
ZimDiv Holdings Ltd(E)
Andulela Investment Holdings Ltd(F)

(A)

A company incorporated in the British Virgin Islands
A company incorporated in Hong Kong
(C)
A company incorporated in Canada
(D)
A company incorporated in The Netherlands
(E)
A company incorporated in Mauritius
(F)
A company incorporated in the Republic of South Africa
(G)
A company incorporated in the Seychelles
(B)

9.2.

9.3.

Save as disclosed in this Document, at the date of this Document none of the Directors named in this
Document:
9.2.1.

has any unspent convictions in relation to indictable offences;

9.2.2.

has been declared bankrupt or has entered into an individual voluntary arrangement;

9.2.3.

was a director of any company at the time of or within the 12 months preceding any
receivership, insolvent liquidation, administration, company voluntary arrangement or any
composition or arrangement with its creditors generally or any class of its creditors with
which such company was concerned;

9.2.4.

was a partner in a partnership at the time of or within the 12 months preceding a insolvent
liquidation, administration or partnership voluntary arrangement of such partnership;

9.2.5.

has had his assets the subject of any receivership or was a partner in a partnership at the time of
or within the 12 months preceding any assets thereof being the subject of a receivership; or

9.2.6.

has been the subject of any public criticisms by any statutory or regulatory authority
(including any recognised professional body) nor has ever been disqualified by a court from
acting as a director of a company or from acting in the management or conduct of the affairs
of any company.

Andrew Monk was a non-executive director of Radicle Projects plc from 11 March 2010 until 17
November 2010. Mr Monk put forward a takeover proposal which was rejected by the bond holders, and
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this led to him deciding to resign. The company was placed into insolvent voluntary liquidation in
April 2011. The loss to creditors was approximately £9,640.
9.4.

The Company does not meet the recommendation at Guidance Note 69.1 of the ISDX Rules. Neil
Herbert has ten current directorships other than the Company, as listed in paragraph 9.1 of this Part V.
Of these, three are on the boards of other quoted companies and the other directorships are either of
family investment or private companies. The Board consider that, taking into account Neil’s
experience, background and mix of directorships including the workload involved for each of Neil’s
directorships, he will be able to ensure that sufficient time is devoted to his role as an independent
director of the Company for the proper performance of his duties

10.

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

10.1.

The Company
The following contracts (a) have been entered into by the Company within the two years immediately
preceding the date of this Document, not being contracts entered into in the ordinary course of
business; or (b) are, or may be, contracts entered into by the Company which are material or contain, or
may contain, provisions under which the Company has an obligation or entitlement which is material to
the Company as at the date of this Document:
10.1.1.

the Acquisition Agreement dated 27 March 2013 between (1) the Selling Shareholders and
(2) the Company, for the acquisition of 19% of the issued share capital of Dynamic with
the Selling Shareholders agreeing to grant the Company an option to buy the remaining
81% of the issued share capital of Dynamic.
The consideration is as described in
paragraph 1 of Part I of this Document. The Selling Shareholders have given warranties to
the Company and there are specific indemnities in relation to certain matters.

10.1.2.

a supplemental deed between (1) the Selling Shareholders and (2) the Company, dated 19
June 2014, varying the terms of the Acquisition Agreement in relation to the option to
acquire the remaining 81% of the issued share capital of Dynamic. The consideration, as
varied, is £213,000 to be satisfied by the allotment of 10,000,000 Ordinary Shares as fully
paid to the Selling Shareholders.
The warranties in the Acquisition Agreement were repeated when the option was
exercised.

10.1.3.

a loan agreement between (1) Dynamic and (2) the Company dated 27 March 2013, under
which the Company has agreed to provide Dynamic with a secured loan facility of
£500,000. The purpose of the loan is for Dynamic to use the money for working capital
and capital assets investment.
Dynamic shall pay interest on the loan at the rate of 2% above LIBOR, as varied from time
to time. Dynamic shall repay the loan in five equal instalments of £100,000 in February
each 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 respectively, together with all interest accrued and
due up to the date of payment in each case.
The February 2014 repayment comprised £75,000, and the Company chose to delay the
full payment of the first instalment given negotiations on the Acquisition. It has been
agreed between Dynamic and the Company that following the Acquisition, Dynamic will
repay the Company the next principal amount of £125,000 in February 2015, or such sums
as are required by the Company;

10.1.4.

a cession agreement between (1) Corestar, (2) the Company and (3) Dynamic dated 27
March 2013, in relation to the Corestar Loan (as detailed at paragraph 10.2.2 below);
Pursuant to this agreement, the parties have agreed to cede the Corestar Loan to the
Company, conditional on the Company exercising the option to purchase the 81% of the
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issued share capital of Dynamic, and this will take effect from the date on which the
consideration shares in respect of the option are delivered to the Selling Shareholders.
The Company will pay Corestar 15% of annual audited pre-tax profits of Dynamic up to a
maximum aggregate amount of $225,000, to be satisfied by the issue of shares in AAA at a
fixed share price of 2.4p per share;
10.1.5.

an introduction agreement between (1) the Company, (2) the Directors, (3) Cairn and (4)
VSA Capital dated 19 June 2014 in relation to Admission, pursuant to which Cairn shall
make the application for Admission. VSA Capital will provide the Company with all
reasonable assistance in its capacity as broker to the Company in connection with the
application for Admission.
The agreement is conditional, inter alia, upon Admission having become effective by 8am
on 10 July 2014 or such later date as the Company, Cairn and VSA Capital may agree in
writing.
The agreement contains normal warranties given by the Company and the Directors in
favour of Cairn and VSA Capital. The liability of the Directors under the introduction
agreement is limited;

10.1.6.

a warrant instrument dated 9 May 2012 as amended on 29 June 2012 and 5 September
2012, pursuant to which the Company has granted to each of VSA Capital and Zeus
Capital Limited the right for each of them to subscribe for new Ordinary Shares at a price
of 1p each, as detailed in paragraph 4.1 of this Part V of this Document;

10.1.7.

a warrant instrument dated 27 March 2013, pursuant to which the Company has granted
the right to subscribe for 19,500,000 new Ordinary Shares to various investors at a price of
2.5p each, as detailed in paragraph 4.1 of this Part V of this Document;

10.1.8.

a warrant instrument dated 20 December 2013, pursuant to which the Company has
granted to Neil Herbert the right to subscribe for 6,000,000 new Ordinary Shares at a price
of 2.75p each, described in paragraph 1 of Part I of this Document;

10.1.9.

an agreement between (1) the Company,(2) the Directors and (3) Cairn dated 19 June 2014
pursuant to which Cairn will be appointed to act as ISDX Corporate Adviser to the
Company. The Company has agreed to pay Cairn a fee of £12,000 in cash per annum for
its services as ISDX Corporate Adviser. This agreement provides for 1 months’ notice;

10.1.10.

an agreement between (1) the Company and (2) VSA Capital dated 17 June 2014 whereby
VSA Capital has agreed to act as financial adviser and corporate broker to the Company in
respect of the Admission, and on an on-going basis. The fee payable to VSA Capital in
respect of these services is a £10,000 cash retainer payable on the signing of the
engagement letter plus a £10,000 cash payment on Admission. In addition, there will be a
further fee, payable in £20,000 of Ordinary Shares on Admission.
For acting as on-going Financial Adviser and Broker to the Company on ISDX, no fee
shall be payable;

10.1.11.

lock-in and orderly market agreements between (1) the Company, (2) Cairn, (3) VSA
Capital and (3) the Locked-In Persons each dated 19 June 2014. Each of the Locked-In
Persons have agreed not to dispose of any interest in Ordinary Shares from the date of
Admission for a 12 month period, save in limited circumstances.
The Locked-In Persons have agreed, for a further 12 month period, to only dispose of their
Ordinary Shares through VSA Capital in such a manner as VSA Capital may reasonably
require to ensure an orderly market.
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10.2.

Dynamic
The following contracts (a) have been entered into by Dynamic within the two years immediately
preceding the date of this Document, not being contracts entered into in the ordinary course of
business; or (b) are, or may be, contracts entered into by Dynamic which are material or contain, or
may contain, provisions under which Dynamic has an obligation or entitlement which is material to
Dynamic as at the date of this Document:
10.2.1. an agreement between (1) Dynamic and (2) a European speciality chemical company in
respect of the JV described at paragraph 5(b) of Part 1 of this Document. Pursuant to the
agreement, the parties have agreed to combine their expertise and funds to procure that the
joint venture entity carries on the business of acquiring guar seeds, producing guar splits and
selling the latter to the European speciality chemical company, on the terms contained in the
agreement.
There is also a confidentiality agreement in place between Dynamic and the European
speciality chemical company, in relation to the agreement. The confidentiality period
continues for an indefinite period of time.
10.2.2. a loan agreement between (1) Dynamic, (2) Corestar and (3) CAF Trading Limited dated 8
October 2009, pursuant to which Corestar loaned Dynamic US$3million. Interest is payable
at LIBOR plus 2%, and is capitalised on the last day of each month, with monthly repayments
due and a final instalment payable on sixth anniversary in October 2015. The Company will
acquire the loan on Acquisition;
10.2.3. the Acquisition Agreement and supplemental deed, as detailed at paragraph 10.1.1 and 10.1.2
respectively above;
10.2.4. the loan agreement between (1) Dynamic and (2) the Company, as detailed at paragraph
10.1.3 above;
10.2.5. the cession agreement, as detailed at paragraph 10.1.4 above;
10.2.6. an agreement of lease dated 5 March 2013 in relation to Dynamic’s registered office. The
lease period commenced on 1 August 2013 and has a termination date of 31 July 2018. There
was a previous agreement of lease dated 1 August 2008 for a five year period, and so the
current agreement of lease was an extension of the original lease;
10.2.7. an invoice discounting facility entered into between (1) Dynamic and (2) Bibby Financial
Services (Pty) Ltd (“Bibby”) dated 12 June 2014 pursuant to which Dynamic have agreed to
sell its debts (with some excluded) to Bibby, whether those debts are in existence at the
commencement of the agreement or come into existence during the term of this agreement.
Foreign debtors will be purchased at Bibby’s discretion.
The purchase price payable by Bibby to Dynamic for the sold debts shall be the gross amount
owed to Dynamic less a discount charge of 3%, calculated on the gross amount of such debt
and any discount or credit due to the customer by Dynamic in the ordinary course of
Dynamic’s business. However, the purchase price can be adjusted (either upwards or
downwards) based on when Bibby receive payment of the relevant debt from the customer.
This agreement shall commence from Admission and shall be in place for an initial 12
months, after which it shall continue unless either party terminates on not less than three
months written notice.
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11.

EMPLOYEES

11.1.

The Company
The Company has no employees and has four directors.

11.2.

Dynamic
Dynamic has 25 employees and three directors (including Craig Forbes who is also a director of The
Company).

12.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

12.1.

Save for those agreements or arrangements set out in paragraph 6.17 of Part III, Section A of this
Document, the Company is not party to any related party transactions.

13.

WORKING CAPITAL
In the opinion of the Directors having made due and careful enquiry, the working capital available to
the Company and its group will be sufficient for the period of at least 12 months following Admission.

14.

LITIGATION
Neither the Company nor Dynamic is involved in any governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings
which may have, or has had in the 12 months preceding the date of this Document, a significant effect
on the Company’s or Dynamic’s financial position or profitability and, so far as the Directors are
aware, there are no such proceedings pending or threatened against the Company.

15.

SIGNIFICANT CHANGE
There has been no significant change in the financial or trading position of the Company or Dynamic
since 31 October 2013, being the date to which the Company’s and Dynamic’s last audited accounts
were published.

16.

TAXATION
The following paragraphs include advice received by the Directors about the tax position of
Shareholders who are resident in the UK for tax purposes and who hold their Ordinary Shares as
investments and not as an asset of a financial trade. The statements below are intended only as a general
guide and do not constitute advice to any shareholder on his or her personal tax position and may not
apply to certain classes of investor (such as dealers or UK insurance companies). The comments are
intended as a general guide and based on current legislation and H M Revenue & Customs’ practice.
Any investor who is in doubt as to his or her tax position and in particular, those who are subject
to taxation in a jurisdiction other than the United Kingdom, are strongly advised to consult his or
her professional adviser. Shareholders should be aware that future legislative, administrative and
judicial changes could affect the taxation consequences described below.
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16.1.

Taxation of the Company
The Company will be liable to UK Corporation Tax, the rate of which depends on the level of its
profits. For each accounting period where the Company’s taxable profits exceed the top level
(currently £1,500,000) the Company will be liable to UK Corporation Tax at the current rate of 21% of
its taxable profits (intended to be 20% from 1 April 2015).
The limit of £1,500,000 is divided equally between the Company and any other companies associated
with it at any time during the accounting period.

16.2.

Taxation of Dividends
Under current UK tax legislation, no tax is required to be withheld from dividend payments by the
Company.
A UK resident shareholder who is an individual will be entitled on receipt of a dividend to a notional
tax credit equal to one ninth of the net dividend (i.e. one tenth of the aggregate of the net dividend and
associated tax credit).
The rate of income tax payable on such dividends by a UK individual shareholder whose total income,
including the dividend and the associated tax credit, falls within the threshold for lower or basic rate
tax is 10%. Accordingly, the tax credit will discharge such shareholder’s liability to UK income tax on
the dividend. To the extent that the tax credit exceeds that shareholder’s liability to UK income tax,
such shareholder will not be entitled to claim payment of the excess from H M Revenue and Customs.
The rate of income tax payable on such dividends by a UK individual shareholder, whose total income,
including the dividend and associated tax credit, falls within the 40% income tax band, is 32.5%, which
taking into account the 10% tax credit gives an effective rate of tax of 25% on the actual received
dividend. For UK, individuals in the 45% income tax band will be taxed at 37.5% on the dividend plus
the tax credit, giving an effective rate of approximately 30.6% of the net dividend when account is
taken of the tax credit.
A shareholder who is a UK resident company will in general not be liable to UK Corporation Tax on
dividends received on its Ordinary Shares.
Whether a shareholder who is not resident in the UK for tax purposes is entitled to a tax credit in
respect of dividends paid by the Company and to claim payment of any part of the tax credit will
depend, in general, on the provisions of any double taxation convention which exists between the
shareholder’s country of residence and the UK. A non-UK resident shareholder may also be subject to
foreign taxation on dividend income.
Persons who are not resident in the UK should consult their tax advisers on the possible application of
such provisions or what relief or credit may be claimed in the jurisdiction in which they are resident.

16.3.

Taxation of chargeable gain
If a shareholder disposes of all or some of his Ordinary Shares a liability to tax on chargeable gains
may, depending on their circumstances arise. UK resident individuals and trustees are generally
subject to capital gains tax at a current flat rate of 28% (reduced to 18% where a gain falls within an
individuals unused basic rate income tax band).
Gains made by UK resident companies are subject to corporation tax but there is an entitlement to
indexation allowance which may reduce the chargeable gain.
A shareholder who is neither resident nor ordinarily resident in the UK for tax purposes, but who
carries on a trade, profession or vocation in the UK through a permanent establishment (where the
shareholder is a company) or through a branch or agency (where the shareholder is not a company) and
has used, held or acquired the Ordinary Shares for the purposes of such trade, profession or vocation or
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such permanent establishment, breach or agency (as appropriate) will be subject to UK tax on capital
gains on the disposal of Ordinary Shares.
In addition, any holders of Ordinary Shares who are individuals and who dispose of shares while they
are temporarily non-resident may be treated as disposing of them in the tax year in which they again
become resident in the UK.
16.4.

Stamp Duty and Stamp Duty Reserve Tax (“SRDT”)
No United Kingdom stamp duty will be payable on the issue by the Company of Ordinary shares.
Transfers of Ordinary shares for value are intended to be exempt from stamp duty under Finance Bill
2014 on the basis that ISDX qualifies as a Recognized Growth Market.

17.

CONSENTS

17.1.

Cairn has given and not withdrawn its consent to the inclusion in this Document of its name and the
references thereto in the form and context in which they appear.

17.2.

Jeffreys Henry LLP has given and not withdrawn its consent to the inclusion in this Document of its
name and the references thereto in the form and context in which they appear.

17.3.

VSA Capital has given and not withdrawn its consent to the inclusion in this Document of its name and
the references thereto in the form and context in which they appear.

18.

GENERAL

18.1.

It is estimated that the total expenses payable by the Company in connection with Admission will
amount to approximately £214,500 (excluding VAT).

18.2.

There are no patents, patent applications or other intellectual property rights, licences, industrial,
financial, commercial or financial contracts which are of material importance to the Company’s
business or profitability, other than six import licences to import capsicum products into South Africa
granted on 12 December 2013 and expiring on 12 December 2014.

18.3.

There have been no interruptions in the business of the Company, which may have or has had in the 12
months preceding the publication of this Document a significant effect on the financial position of the
Company or which is likely to have a material effect on the prospects of the Company for the next 12
months.

18.4.

Save as set out in Part I of this Document, the Directors are not aware of any trends, uncertainties,
demands, commitments or events that are reasonably likely to have a material effect on the Company
and the Target’s prospects for the current financial year.

18.5.

Except as disclosed in this Document and for the advisers named on page 4 of this Document, no
person has received directly or indirectly from the Company during the twelve months preceding the
date of this Document, fees in excess of £10,000 (however satisfied), in respect of services provided to
the Company during the period of twelve months prior to publication of this Document.

18.6.

Save for the Acquisition, there are no investments in progress which are significant to the Company
and there are no principal future investments on which the Company has at the date hereof made firm
commitments.

18.7.

The Directors are not aware of any environmental issues that may affect the Company’s utilisation of
its tangible fixed assets.
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18.8.

The Company’s registrars, Neville Registrars Limited, are responsible for maintaining the Company’s
register of members.

18.9.

There are no restrictions on the free transferability of the securities.

18.10.

As disclosed in this Document, where information has been sourced from a third party, the Company
confirms that this information has been accurately reproduced and, so far as the Company is aware and
is able to ascertain from information published by that party, no facts have been omitted which would
render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.

19.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Copies of this document will be available free of charge during normal business hours on any weekday
(Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays excepted) from the registered office of the Company and shall
remain available for at least one month after the date of Admission.

19 June 2014
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PART VI
NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING

Anglo African Agriculture plc

(incorporated and registered in England and Wales under the Companies Act 2006 with registered number 07913053)

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING
NOTICE is hereby given that the General Meeting of Anglo African Agriculture plc (the “Company”) will be
held at New Liverpool House 15-17 Eldon Street, London, EC2M 7LD at 10:00 am on 9 July 2014 to consider
and, if thought fit, pass the following resolution which will be proposed as an ordinary resolution.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION
THAT, the acquisition by the Company of the remaining 81 per cent. of the issued share capital of Dynamic
Intertrade (Pty) Ltd (“Dynamic”) resulting in Dynamic becoming a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company
(the “Acquisition”) pursuant to the terms of (1) the share purchase agreement dated 27 March 2013 and made
between the Company and the shareholders of Dynamic and (2) a supplemental deed dated 19 June 2014 and
made between the Company and the shareholders of Dynamic the principal terms of which are contained in the
admission document dated 19 June 2014 be and is hereby approved and that the directors of the Company be
and are authorised to take all steps necessary to effect the Acquisition with such minor modifications, variations,
amendments or revisions and to do or procure to be done such other things in connection with the Acquisition as
they consider to be in the best interests of the Company.

By Order of the Board
Stephen Clow
Company Secretary
Dated: 19 June 2014
Registered Office:
New Liverpool House
15-17 Eldon Street
London
EC2M 7LD
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Notes:

1.

A member of the Company is entitled to attend and to speak and to vote at the meeting, and is entitled
to appoint one or more proxies to attend and vote in his place provided that each proxy is appointed to
exercise rights attached to a different share or shares held by him or her. A proxy need not be a
member of the Company.

2.

In the case of joint holders, the vote of the senior who tenders a vote, whether in person or by proxy,
will be accepted to the exclusion of the votes of any other joint holders. For these purposes, seniority
shall be determined by the order in which the names stand in the register of members in respect of the
joint holding.

3.

A Form of Proxy is enclosed with this notice. Instructions for use are shown on the form. The
completion and return of a Form of Proxy will not prevent a member from attending and voting in
person at the meeting. In the case of a member which is a company, the Form of Proxy must be
executed under its common seal or signed on its behalf by an officer of the company or an attorney for
the company or contained in an Electronic Communication. Any power of attorney or any other
authority under which the Form of Proxy is signed (or a notarially certified copy of such power or
authority) must be included with the Form of Proxy.

4.

To be valid, a completed Form of Proxy together with a power of attorney or other authority (if any)
under which it is executed (or a notarially certified copy of such power or authority), must be deposited
at the offices of the Company’s registrars, Neville Registrars Limited at Neville House, 18 Laurel
Lane, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 3DA not less than 48 hours before the time set for the meeting
or adjourned meeting (as the case may be).

5.

Pursuant to Regulation 41(3) of the Uncertificated Securities Regulations 2001, only those shareholders
registered in the Register of Members of the Company as at 6.00 p.m. on 7 July 2014, or in the event
that the meeting is adjourned meeting, in the Register of Members as at 6.00 p.m. on the day that is two
days prior to any adjourned meeting, shall be entitled to attend or vote at the meeting in respect of the
number of shares registered in their name at the relevant time. Changes to entries on the Register of
Members after 6.00 p.m. on 7 July 2014 or, in the event that the meeting is adjourned, 6.00 p.m. on the
day that is two days prior to any adjourned meeting, shall be disregarded in determining the rights of
any person to attend or vote at the meeting.

6.

As at 18 June 2014 (being the last practicable date prior to publication of this notice) the Company’s
issued share capital consisted of 76,014,705 ordinary shares of 0.1p each. Each ordinary share carries
the right to vote at a general meeting of the Company, and therefore, the total number of voting rights
in the Company as at 18 June 2014 was 76,014,705.
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